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An intensive Murray Police
Department investigation continues
today into the strangulation death of
Vivian Gail Johnson, 21, found dead in
the bathtub of her mobile home Friday
evening.
A police spokesman today said police
are checking out a number of leads in
the case.
A woman living next door discovered
Miss Johnson at her C-3 Hale's Trailer
Court mobile home about 6 p.m. Friday
nude and floating face down in a tub of
water, police said. She was found after
a neighbor had tried to call her several
times by telephone earlier in the day
Friday.
Dr. David Barrett, a pathologist at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital said
tests Monday afternoon indicated the
woman was not sexually molested,
police said.
Vivian Gail Johasea
Dr. Barrett and Calloway County
Coroner Tommy Walker rifled the
woman died of strangulation and-or
di owning.
Police said the woman was last seen
alive about 12:30 a.m. Friday after she
drove a friend home.
Police say they have interviewed
some 20-25 persons in connection with
the case.
Police spokesman said Monday they
were baffled about a motive in the
strangulation death. They said the door
of her trailer was unlocked. The phone
was off the hook, but police said Miss
Johnson's acquaintances said she often
did that when she wanted to avoid
taking phone calls.
A spokesman said preliminary in-
dications are her assailant attacked her
in the living room of her home,
strangled her there and then placed the
body into bathroom tub. There was no
evidence of a struggle in the bathroom,
Police said there were signs of a
struggle in the mobile home — they
found a broken ashtray in the living
room and the woman's blouse and bra
appeared to have been ripped off and
were lying in the bathroom doorway.
Police found buttons from the blouse in
the living room.
Police theorized the blouse may have
been used as the murder weapon.
Miss Johnson, who worked at Big K in
Murray since before Christmas, quit
her job Wednesday and enrolled at
Murray State University Thursday.
She was expected to be a part time
student employee in the MSU
registrar's office. Miss Johnson was to
have been a sophomore majoring in
business. She was last enrolled in MSU
in the saminer of 1977.
Newspapor Workshop
Calloway County School System
teachers spent most of the working
day Monday involved in an In-
service" training program on using
the newspaper as a classroom
teaching tool Pictured at the left, in-
structor Carolyn Light of Murray High
tells how she uses newspapers in the
classroom. Below, teachers examine
materials taken from newspapers
that can be used as teaching aids
Memphis Commercial Appeal, along
with The Murray Ledger & Times and
the Mayfield Messenger sponsor the
"Newspaper In The Classroom"
program locally. Presentations Mon-
day also came from Shirley Williams
of the Commercial Appeal and Al
Wilson, an elementary principal at
Emerson School, Granite City, 111,
whose school has used the program.
Stall Photos by Unveil Atchety
Prolect Apollo Is Refunded
Into '80; MSU, TVA Sponsor
Project Apollo, an outdoor adventure
camping program administered jointly
• by Murray State University and the
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) for
Upward Bound students, has been
refunded through 1980 and expanded to
include all 50 states.
Funded by the U. S. Office of
Education, the National Demonstration




WASHINGTON, D. C. — U. S.
Congressman Carroll Hubbard has
nominated Steven Lee Dunn of Murray
to compete for an appointment to the
United States Naval Academy at
Annapolis. Maryland.
Dunn is the 18-year old son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bob E. Dunn of 601 Meadow Lane,
Murray. A senior at Murray High
School, Dunn is active in the Murray
High School Band and also on the school
track team.
students annually. Funding for the
current year is $144,800. More than 2,000
high school students from 32 states
have participated in Project Apollo
since its inception in 1973.
Director Bill Holt emphasized that
the -project would not be possible if
Murray State were not adjacent to
Lannetween The Lakes LBL), TVA's
170,000-acre national recreation area.
TVA provides Project Apollo with a
basecamp in the Pond Hollow biovouac
area, resource personnel vital to staff
training, and complete use of the LBL,
where most of the program activities
take place.
"Apollo adheres closely to the
philosophy of the internationally
renowned Outward Bound schools,"
Holt said. "Mountaineering activities
include rock climbing, rappelling,
caving, backpacking, map and com-
pass land navigation. canoeing, and
ropes courses. Programs are designed
to provide an opportunity for personal
growth through safe outdoor ad-
venture."
Permanent staff members, in ad-
dition to Holt, are: Larry Wood, a
Murray State recreation graduate,
acting assistant director in charge of
field services; Nancy Jones, Murray,
logistics coordinatot-; Charletter Ellis,
Murray, secretary and psychometrist.
Marvin Keeling, Mayfield, assistant
director, is on leave completing work
on the M.A. degree at the University of
'North Florida on Jacksonville.
Part-time staff employed during the
spring, summer, and fall, when actual
courses are in session, includes five to
seven additional .instructors, all
graduates of Outward Bound Schools
with extensive mountaineering ex-
perience.
Project Apollo will be expanded this
year to include a satellite basecamp in
the Appalachians to serve 300 ad-
ditional students from the Eastern
Seabord. A third satellite basecamp is
expected to be established in California
in 1980 to serve 500 students from the
West Coast.
He has made presentations to several
Equal Opportunity' -Educational
Associations in support of Project
Apollo, including the Mid-America
Association in Lake Geneva, Wis.; the
Mideastern Association in Mt. Airy,
Pa.; the Southwestern Association in
New Orleans; and the Association for
Equality and Excellence in Education




The Tennessee Valley Authority
board of directors will hold a regular
meeting in the West Kentucky area for
the first time in history this week. The
meeting of the board is scheduled tor
Thursday, Jan. 18, at 9:30 a.m. in-the
'Jaycee Civic Center in Paducah.
According to Bill Barker, superin-
tendent of the Murray Electric System,
the board plans to hold one meeting
each month outside of Knoxville, TVA's
headc, rters.
Barker said the board has been in-
vited to hold a future meeting in
Murray but that no date has been
confirmed for such a meeting.
One of the major items on Thursday's
agenda will be a discussion of a plan to
offer interruptible power arrangements
to more industrial power users as one
step to help maintain power supplies
and hold down rising costs, according to
the TVA information office.
Under this type of arrangement, TVA
has the right to reduce the availability
of. interruptible power at any time,
.'provided the interruptions do not ex-
ceed certain specified levels. In return,
the industry gets a lower power rate.
A dozen of TVA's larger industrial
power customers have this type of
interruptible power supply now, and
cutbacks in their power during peak
demand periods help TVA maintain
power supplies to other consumers.
Under the new proposal, a similar
option would be extended to smaller
industries, including many et those
served by local electric syStems.
Interruptible power would be made
available to all customers capable of
using 5,000 kW of this type of power, and
TVA will consider requests by industry
to make interruptible power available
in amounts as Tillie as 1,000 kW, equal to
the demand of about 100 electrically
heated homes on a cold winter morning.
The present minimum interruptible
amount per customers is 30,000 kW.
Iranians Shout 'Shah Is Gone'
As He Heads For Safety In U.S.
By ROBERT H. REID
Associated Press Writer
, .TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Shah
Mohammad_ Reza Pahlevi left Iran
today for Egypt and the United States,
touching off jubilant celebrations
throughout Tehran.
"The shah is gone forever!" people
.chanted as millions poured into the
streets, showering each other with
candies and rose water, cheering and---
shouting with joy.
Motorists honked their horns and
jumped from their cars and hugged
each other.
The 59-year-old ruler, in a statement
to the official Paris news agency, said
he was going "on vacation because. I
am feeling tired." He left his royal
powers with a Regency Council and
appealed to the Iranian people to
preserve the monarchy during his
absence.
The shah said the length of his stay
abroad would depend on his "physical
condition." But many believe the
vacation will tin-n into permanent exile
and the end of the dynasty his soldier-
father founded 54 years ago.
"I hope the government will be able
to make amepds for the past and also
succeed in laying the foundation for the
future," said the shah. "This work
'Black Sheep'. May Be White In Session
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
"black sheep squadron" in the Ken-
tucky Senate has become the white
sheep majority as surprises continue to
unfold in the current special session.
But the temporary control by the
Democratic dissidents of the upper
chamber poses the possibility of a
confrontation with the House, where the
state administration retains command.
"We're very concerned with that,"
said Sen. Lowell Hughes, D-Ashland,
one of the leaders of the independents.
"We want to avert a collision course."
All this jockeying may intensify
during the second week of the session,
to Gov. Julian Carron chagrin. U.
Gov. Thelma Stovall, who called -the-
session in Carroll's absence from the
state, has proposed several tax relief
programs. Carroll said there are no
surpluses to finance them.
The prime thing is to look at the
budget," Hughes said in an interview.
"We wanted to get the information
directly, as opposed to going through
handpicked (administration-domin-
ated) committees."
Thus, the black sheep carried out a
quiet coup by forming a committee of
the whole and installing Sen. John
Berry, 1)-Turners Station, as chairman.
That parliamentary move in effect
bypasses the usual procedure and gives
all 38 senators more imput into
decisions.
Hughes said he is not so optim4ic as
to believe the independents w1 gain
permanent control. They previously
totaled only about one-third of the
Sente membership.
- "But4wrn convinced we-will-be in the
majority (long enough) to act totally
independent of the governor, lieutenant
governor and anybody else," he said.
"We do not intend to be led down the
primrose path."
Hughes said the normal Senate
leadership went along with the com-
mittee of the whole plan "because they
had no choice," and that the dissidents
have not beep fooled into thinking the
basic situation has changed.
"(The administration forces) have
decided they'd better work with us to
keep things under control," Hughes
said. "Why else would the leadership
agree to caucus with the black sheep
when they have specifically excluded
us the last two sessions."
The Senate independents are helped
by the fact that Mrs. Stovall, Senate
president, obviously is not with the
administration and that Sen. Joe
Prather,' D-Vtne Grove, president pro
tern, is a Democratic candidate for -
lieutenant gcnremor whose outlont.may
not dovetail at all these days with that
of the governor.
They apparently will not be helped by
the status quo in the House, where
Speaker William Kenton, I)-Lexington,
and Majority Leader Bobby Richard-
son, 1)-Glasgow. keep the reins of power
and are presumed loyal to the ad-
ministration.
Hughes indicated some Senate black
sheep members have talked with House
independents to obtain an accurate
assessment of what is occurring in the
House.
"We have considered the possibility-
that the governor wants to ignore the
Senate and concentrate on the House,"
he said.
--If the Senate and
• 
House do take
different paths on tax relief and,'
possible budget cuts, the conference
committees which are supposed to
resolve such disagreements may be
busy soon.
needs a long period of cocrperation and
patriotism in its utmost meaning. Our
economy must start rolling again and
we must have better planning for the
future."
Ayatullah Khomaini, the Shiite
Moslem religious leader who is the
shah's most influential opponent,
congratulated the "heroic people of
Iran" on the shah's departure and said
was "the first step toward ending the
Pahlavi dynasty.!'
' Khomaini, an exile in France, said he
would return to Iran "at the first proper
time" and would name his own
"provisional government" to supplant
Prime Minister Shahpour Bakhtiar and
the new government appointed by the
shah.
The lower house of the Majlis, the
Iranian Parliament, confirmed
Baiditiar and his cabinet today by a
vote of 149-43 with 13 abstentions. The




Calloway County Sheriff's Depart-
ment has charged a Kirksey man in
connection with a weekend burglary at
1Calloway Cqunty High.
According to a sheriff's department
spokesman, county authorities have
charged Lee Beach, 20, Kirksey, with
third degree burglary and unlawful
transaction with a minor.
The department also arrested a 16-
year-old Murray youth in connection
with the case, the spokesman said.
The spokesman said authorities
recovered stereo speakers and money
inside today
reported taken in the weekend
burglary.
County authorities are still looking
for the person or persons who broke into
Bucy's Grocery at Almo Heights and
Kentucky Candy Company in Almo last
weekend.
The spokesman said Bucy's Grocery
personnel listed 8200 in cash and
cigarettes missing after that break-in.
Kentucky Candy Company reported
assorted office machines and wood-
working machines missing in that
burglary.
1 Section — 10 Pages
Things may be looking up for Ron Greene's Murray
State University Racers basketball squad after last
night's showing against league-leading Eastern. Murray
dropped a 73-69 game at Eastern. A complete recap of that
game, plus other local sports stories, appears in today's
sports section.
chance of rain
M4stly cloudy with occasional
light rain beginning tonight and
ending Wednesday. Lows tonight
in the mid to upper 30s. Highs
Wednesday in the upper 40e; .
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast foro
Thursday through Saturday calls
for a chance of rain or snow on
Thursday, with partly cloudy
conditions Friday and Saturday.
today's index
Building Page  7
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DEAR DR. LAMB — I
must comment on your co-
lumn about foot odors. I am
55 arid wear sturdy nurses
shoes daily and have tried
everything. I find standard
foot soaps and powders irri-
tating. Feminine deodorant
sprays, mild and effective,
do the trick. Cleanliness
comes first. Plain
• cornstarch sprinkled lightly,
in the shoes helps also.
Stockings with cotton feet
are better than nylons.
A wintergreen lotion for
the feet after cleansing is
heavenly at the end of a hot
summer day. And, as you
said, open sandals for off-
duty hours are great. I also
sponge the insides of my
shoes periodically with a
mild solution of water and
laundry bleach and I haven't
had a complaint in years.
DEAR READER — Thank
you for your comments. I've
received a lot of letters from
people who have had foot
odor problems. This merely
serves to point out how com-
mon the problem is. I'm also
intrigued about how many
different forms of treatment
people use.
The most important thing,
of course, is to find a treat-
irient that works for you. As
I stressed in my earlier
column, frequent washing of
the feet is important. Chang-
' shoes' so that you have a
different pair of shoes each
day while another pair is
airing out is also important.
I agree that you should use
cotton or wool socks and
change them as often as
twice a day if need be. These
are much better than any of
the synthetic socks which
tend to trap moisture and
enhance odors. The same_
NANNY GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Nanny,
''s• Cherokee Village, Ark., are.s.
• ' Pal:P.4s of a babY 01,
.- Leslie Ann, weighing six
pounds 1.41-2 ounces,
measuring 19 inches, born on
Wednesday, Jan. 3, at the
Crittenden Memorial
Hospital, West Memphis, Ark.
.; They have another
daughter, Lynn Ellen, 6. The
..:.'lather is a real estate broker
at Hardy, Ark.
Grandparents are Mr. and
-Mrs. Lester Nanny and Mrs.
-Euva Nell Mitchell, Murray,
and Phillip Mitchell, Dallas,
Texas. Great grandparents
are Mrs. John Sturclivant,
-Paris, Term., Mrs. G. L.
-Mitchell, Memphis, Tenn.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph
Thurman, Murray.
REMOVE FRECKLES




juice, or the milk of asses or
humans.
foot odors
Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D.
can be said in regard to
leather shoes as opposed to
plastic shoes.
Since you are interested in
this problem, I am sending
you The Health Letter num-
ber 11-8, Your Feet And How
To Care For Them. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 50 cents with a
long, stamped, self-ad-
dressed env for it. Send
your request to me in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I see
mangoes for sale and want
to put up a sign, "Mangoes
May Be Dangerous To Your
Health." My husband had
never had a bad reaction to
any food in 48 years. Then
when we were in Honolulu,
he hack a fruit salad that
contained mangoes. He was
rushed to the hospital and
was given adrenaline be-
cause he had trouble in
breathing. He was the only
one of 70 guests who had
trouble although they all ate
the same food so it wasn't
the quality of the food.
At first the doctor thought
it was a fish allergy but that
didn't prove to be the case.
Then I read an article in a
magazine where a man said
he broke out in hives within
minutes of eating his first
mango and nearly passed
out and had to be hospital-
ized and given cortisone and
adrenaline.
Apparently, mangoes
seem to have this effect in
less than 3 percent of the
population. I wish you would
tell those 3 percent what
might happen if they eat
mangoes. I realize that writ-
ing this, if you publish it,
might not be good for the
mango market but it might
save a few lives in the
process.
DEAR READER —
You're describing a severe
food reaction and there are
an awful lot of commonly
used foods that will produce
reactions in susceptible peo-
ple. The reactiorl can be
very severe as your husband
experienced. There are peo-
ple who are allergic to
strawberries, tomatoes, var-
ious kinds of pickles and
peppers and the list goes on
to be as long as your arm.
That doesn't mean that any
of these foods are bad.
Certainly mangoes are ex-
cellent food and I personally
enjoy them very much. If
you have reactions to any
food, whether it is mangoes
or strawberries, then you




 Frames Broke 
FOR WEDNESDAY,
JANUARY 17, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given tor your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) gr
You may have to go to the
top to get approval fir an




( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Much can be accomplished
re a difficult romantic
situation, but, still, it's a
shame that you have to work
so hard to have fun.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
You can finalize plans now
re a residential change or a
domestic problem of long
standing. Be sure to stick with
the facts.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 48
Contracts and agreements
should be ironed out now to
your satisfaction. Stick to the
issues at hand and bypass
irrelevancies.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 221 4/2
Balance your check book,
put your accountsivor.
and be efficient in financial
no9
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planning. • Avoid the term-
tenon to spend extra funds.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. V) ‘. tk-s
Romantic questions are to
the fore. You may be ready
now for a change in status of a
Serious involvement. Talking
things over relieves un-
certainty.  
UBRX— .
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) ---
Some time spent alone
allows you to come up with a
solution to a long-standing
problem. Behind-the-scenes
activity pays off'
SCORPIO nt,4 Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Don't get caught up in
somebody else's soap opera,
but with logic and good ad-
vice, you can help another find
his way. Be sympathetic — up
to a point.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 )e3IC
Major career developments
require a heads-up approach.
Concentrate on facts and
realistic assessments and less
on your personality.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 Vi
Bring creative projects to
the attention of those who can
help. The right agent, public
relations campaign, or ad-
viser gets the ball rolling. - -
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
You'll need time by yourself
to do the necessary research
re a financial deal. Don't let
friends distract you from your
purpose.
PISCES
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
With help you'll solve a
problem that's been bothering
you a long time. In dealing
with past mistakes, you'll
open the door to the future.
YOU BORN TODAY are
more interested in
sociological questions than the
typical Capricorn. This in-
terest could lead you into
government affairs, or if
academically inclined, to
literature and history. In
business, you'd succeed as a
banker, investment counselor,
or corporation head. Avoid a
tendency to use people for
your ends. Your best success
will come with a genuine
concern for the welfare of
your fellow man. With a sense
of universal principles, you'll
touch the heart of mankind.
HAMBURGER
The ubiquitous American
hamburger will be available
to tourists visiting the 1,200-
room Cairo Marriott Hotel
when a branch of the Roy
Rogers fastfood chain opens in




.1frs. John Joseph Eastland
Wedding vows were exchanged Saturday afternoon, Jan.
13, by Patricia Lynn Starks and John Joseph Eastland, at the
College Church of Christ in Searcy, Ark. Parents of the bridal
couple are Mr. and Mrs. Donald P. Starks of Florence, Ala.,
and Mrs. J. M. Eastland of Tyler, Texas and the late Mr.
Eastland. The bride's grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. L E.
Fisk of Murray andthe late Mr. and Mrs. Urban Starks.
Given in marriage by her parents, the bride wore a formal
length gown of white chiffon and chantilly lace. Pearls un-
derscored the Empire midriff of the lace-covered, molded
bodice and edged the Queen Anne neckline. The full Bishop
sleeves were enhanCed with vertical lines and scalloped ban-
' ds tlf lace, closing at the wrists with tiny covered buttons.
The softly flowing skirt featured an overlay edged in lace
and ruffled flounce sweeping to a full chapel train. A mat-
ching pearl-studded lace tiara held the tiered veil of bridal
silk illusion encircled with lace. She carried a cascade of
yellow rose buds, stephanotis, baby's breath and lilies of the
vallayrcentered by a whits ordud-
Officiating at the double-ring ceremony was the bride's
father. A program of nuptial music was presented by the
Harding University A Cappella Chorus directed by Dr. Ken-
neth Davis and featured a solo by the bride, "I Pledge My
Love."
Attending the bride were Patti Dillard, maid of honor, and
bridesmaids Charlotte Yingling, Sarah Fitzgerald, Nita
Allen and Star Pruett.
The groom's cousin, Kevin Sartin, served as best man.
Groomsmen were Ray Winters, David Johnson, Terry Tin-
del, and Carl Powell, Ill. Serving as ushers were the bride's
brothers, Walter and Paul Starks.
A reception was hosted at the church following the
ceremony.
The couple will honeymoorrin the ski area of Colorado and
will reside in Houston, Texas.
Good Sam Club Plans Meet
Friday; Officers Elected
The Twin Lakers Good Sam
Club will have a dessert party
at the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank on Friday, Jan.
19, at- 7___pgn. with Rudolph and
Opal Howard as wagon-
masters and Jimmy and
Marilyn Herndon as
assistants.
Slides of their Alaskan
travels will be shown by
Harold and Ruth Eversmeyer.
Other members having
special vacation or camping
pictures are asked to bring
them to show at the meeting.
Each family is asked to
bring a dessert for the Friday
evening social held in place of
the usual campout, not
scheduled due to the cold
weather.
At the December potluck
dinner held at the North
Branch, the wagonmasters
were Harold and Ruth
Eversrneyer who cooked the
ham, and the assistants were
Jimmy and Sharon Graham.
Graham, vice-president,
presided in the absence of the
president, John Bowker, who
was in Memphis, Tenn., with
his wife, Joan, who had un-
dergone back surgery there.
Bowker had Gayle Adams
present a special plaque to
Ned and Beth Wilson as the
-outstanding campers" of the
year.
New officers elected for the








FAR LAMS TRAVEL AGEMCYTOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
No (barge by us
Price same as directFor Information and
Travel literature call
753-6060 (4646)ww. News* Office Evading
711 Maio Street
Voted in as new members of
the club were Lloyd and Fay
Jacks. Wagonmasters and
assistants were planned for
1979.
Attending the- Ocidettlier
meeting were Gayle, Angel,
and Melissa Adams, J. B. and
Jo Burkeen, Nix and Margery
Crawford, A. A. Doherty,
Harold, Ruth, Elaine, and
Denise Eversmeyer, Jimmy,
Sharon, and Ginger Graham,
Jimmy, Marilyn, and Cheryl
Herndon, Bill and Norette
Hill, Rudolph and Opal
Howard, Dan, Carol, Sean,
and Kevin Kelly, Hunter and
Winnie Love, Ashley Thur-
man, Andy, Linda, Greg, and
Lori Rogers, T. G. and Estelle
Shelton, Jack and Betty











Mrs. Anna M. Redden, Rt. 1
Benton, Mrs. Kay F. Cooper
and Baby Boy, Rt. 2 Mayfield,
Mrs. Bonita L. Schwab and
Baby Girl, 1604 Oak Hill Dr.,
Murray, Larry W. Parks, Rt. 6
Benton, Mrs. Jacqulene D.
Hill, Rt. 2 Bs. 253-N Murray,
ilarold M. Shoemaker, Bx 468
Murray, Susan K. Olive, White
Oak Dr. Paris, Tenn., Joe P.
Lamb, Rt. 2 Hazel, Kimberly
D. Williams, Rt. 3 Buchanan,





Silburn CelSon of Murray








Cynthia Robinson and Baby
Girl, Riviera Ct., Murray,
Mrs. Ann M. Thornton and
Baby Boy, Rt. 8 Bx. 582
Murray, Mrs. Clarissa I.
Todd and Baby Boy, Rt. 2 Bx.
214-A Murray, Margie S.
Phillips, P. 0. Bx. 861 Cadiz,
Janna K. Kemp, Rt. 7 Bx. 565
Murray, Lee A. lamb, Rt. 6
Br. 58-C3 Murray, Mrs. Helen
J. Farrar, Rt. 3 Bx. 305-K
Murray, Glen D. Olive, Rt. 7
Murray, Mrs. Barbara L.
Seese, Rt. 5 Bs. 352-A Murray,
Mrs. Bertha L Beane, Rt. 1
Bx. 352 Murray, Michael D.
Mohler, Rt. 1 Bx. 57-A
Murray, Lisa M. Robertson,
1190 N. Market St. Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Rebecca J.
Murdock, Rt. 7 Bx. 502
Murray, Mrs. Mary S. Ryan,
1715 Wiswell Rd., Murray,
Mrs. Karen L. Forrest, Rt. 5
Bx. 2312 Murray, Mrs. Sue
Boddy, Rt. 2 Bx. 11 Benton,
Sarah E. Calhoun, 1501 Oxford
Dr. Murray, Tammy A.
Bowels, Embassy Apts. 5-A
Murray, Mrs. Gayle L.
Pearson, Rt. 1 Paris, Tenn.,
E.D. Winchester, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Rebecca Smith,
406 S. 7th Fulton, Maurice
Crass, Rt. 6 Murray, Elmer
W. Rudolph, Rt. 2 Bx. 562
Hardin, William Ed Glover,
118-N. 14th Murray, George L.
Green, Rt. 7 Box. 324 Murray,
Mrs. Josie Coleman, 1400
Johnson Blvd., Murray,






Lowe, Baby Boy (Linda K.),
321 14.. Porter, Paris, Tenn.,
Youngblood, Baby Girl
(Ellen), Rt. 1, Box 7, Parii,
Tenn., Cooper Baby Boy, (Kay
F.), Rt. 2, Mayfield.
DISCHARGES
' Mrs. Geraldine F. Kendal,
Rt. 1, Box 333, Cottage Grove,
Tenn., Mrs. Debra K. Pierce,
Rt. 2, Box 18, Big Sandy,
Tenn., Mrs. Barbara J. Dick,
Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mary Jayne
Buchanan, 1513 Sycamore,
Murray, Mrs. Sandra K.
Bynum, litc• 1 Box 271 Almo,
Mrs. Lola Willis Carroll, at. 3,
Benton, Mrs. Fern T. Pace,
909 Miner St., Paris, Tenn.,
Durwood Bennett, Rt. 2, Box
97, Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth
Hixson, 711 Joy St. Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Lucy Jane Tibbs,
1604 Murray St., Mayfield,
Mrs. Clara A. Wyrick, Rt. 1,
Box 122 Sedalia, Mrs.
Florence V. Meador, Rt. 4,






Utley, Baby Girl (Con-
stance), Rt. 1 Bx. 66 Big
Sandy, Term., Shelton, Baby
Boy (Pamela>, Rt. 2
Buchanan, Tenn,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. latricia B. Cavitt, Rt.
4 Bx. 305 Benton, Mrs. Ginny
L. Dalton, Rt. 1 Bx. 319
Murray, Jennifer L. Wright,
327 Head St., Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. June I. Adams, Rt. 5 Bx.
359 Murray, Terry B. Bucy,
Box. 161 Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
Sharon L. Bradley, 196 W.
18th, Benton, Melissa J.
Crawford, 423 S. 8th Murray,
Mrs. Jessie M. Davidson, Rt. 2
Bx. 377 Paris, Tenn., Celina R.
Hutson, 206 Parker St.
Mayfield, Heather F. Hutson,
206 Parker St. Mayfield,
Ke-ry Baker, Rt. I Bx. 320
Murray, William H. Darling,
326 Ellis St. Martin, Tenn.,
Mrs. Mary P. Hill, 916 N. 18th
Murray, Clintes H. Black, Rt.
7 Bs, 162 Murray, Mrs. Sadie
N. Waters, 1397 Johnson Blvd.,
Murray, James C. Felts, Rt. 7
Murray, Mrs. Patricia L.
Tharpe, Rt. 1 Hazel, Codie
Cole, Rt. 1 Bx. 176 Mayfield,
Mrs. Modena Outland, Rt. 8,
Murray, James O. Teague, 217
Warren Ave. Paris, Tenn.,
Fred H. Taylor, 1922 Red Oak
Dr. Paris, Term., Floyd W.
Sanders, Rt. 1 New Concord,
Wiley P. Outland, Rt. 8 Bx. 650
Murray, Hassel Shelton, 511 S.
6th Murray, Garrett Andrews,
Apt. G-1 Murray Manor,
Murray, Orfield Byrd, 1710
Miller, Murray, Mrs. Mary E.
Byassee, Rt. 2 Bx. 232 S.
Fulton, Tenn., Mrs. Jewel H.
Parks, 625 Ellis Dr. Murray,





By Abigail Van Buren
‘979 07 CA(cago r rows synd
DEAR ABBY: My wife. Bess, is a registered nurse. She
worked until our children came along, but quit to be a full-
time mother. The kids are all out of school, and Bess went
back to part-time nursing because she enjoys it. I have a
good income and it's not necessary for her to work at all
My mother recently suffered a serious stroke. She divorc-
ed my father when I was four, and devoted her life to raising
me. She made many sacrifices to send me to the best schools,
etc. Mother is in the hospital now, but when she is well
enough, I want her to make her home with us. No way will I
put her in a nursing home.
I told Bess this and she said. "Fine, but you had better
plan on getting someone in to take eare of her because I am
going back to work full-time."
I was shocked. My wife, a registered nurse, would rather
care for strangers than stay at home and nurse my mother!
She knows I never could repay my mother for all she's done
for me. What do you make of this?
MIXED EMOTIONS
DEAR MIXED: Your wife obviously does not share your
deep feeling of obligation insofar as your mother is concern-
ed. Hire a nurse to take care of your mother and take good
care of yourself.
DEAR ABBY: I was divorced at 57, after 30 years. I lost
my husband to his secretary, who was 25. .
.1 soon found out that men my age prefer women half my
age. I didn't want to settle for a.sick old man.
I joined the weird world of wandering widows, and made
the best of it.
I go a job and decided to be good tot myself. Instead of
waiting on a man who'd never appreciate it.
I still weigh 130, have beautiful clothes, do what I want to
do, eat when I'm hungry, sleep when I'm tired, and have had
some exotic vacations!
I have never been happier! And as for my ex-
husband — who needs him?
H. IN BENSENVILLE, ILL,
DEAR H.: That 25-year-old girl he married.
DEAR ABBY; Whenever Teg seen a letter in your column.
about a family feud, I've wanted to write and tell you about
my own experience, but never got around to it. Today I'm
getting it off my chest with the hope that some feuding
families will patch up their foolish quarrels.
When I was in my teens, my parents and an aunt and un-
cle got into an argument about some petty thing that got so
blown out of proportion they quit speaking to each other.
My cbusins and I still associated with each other, but we
didn't go into each other's houses because of our feuding
parents.
Things went on that way until one morning our phone
rang at 7. It was my aunt calling to tell us that her son had
been killed in Vietnam. My folks went over there immediate-
ly and, of course, the feud was forgotten.
I hope other families who gire feuding will open their eyes
and put their petty grievances aside before it takes tragedy
to bring them together.
JULIE
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write




Chicken Fry Steak Meal
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Murray TOPS Take Off
t 1,0106 Sensibly Club will
meet at the Health Center,
North 7th and Olive Streets, at
7 p.m.
Women's Guild of St. Leo's
Catholic Church has
rescheduled its meeting at 1
p.m. in Gleason Hall. A white
elephant auction will be held
after the business meeting.
Murray ' Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Music Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
Murray Planning Com-
missioners will meet at 7 p.m.
in the city council chambers.
Murray Area Council of the
International Reading
Association will meet in Room
341, Special Education
Building, Murray State
University, at 4:30 p.m. All
persons interested in reading
or reading instruction are
encouraged to attend.
American Agriculture
Movement will hold a public
meeting at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County Court House.
Lynn Grove Adult Farm
Class will open at 7 p.m. at the
Murray Vocational Center.
United Methodist Women of
Martin's Chapel Church are
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
The church.
Chamber Bell Choir of First
Baptist Church will meet at
3:30 p.m. at the church.
Sing and Tell of First
Baaist Chiller+ will peet.at  .6-,p.m. at the church.
Wednesday, January 17
United Campus Ministry
luncheon will be at 12:30 p.m.
in the Conference Room,
Ordway Hall, Murray State.
Dr. Adam Lanning will speak
on "Cults--An Abuse of
Religion and Personal
Freedom?"
Activities at First Baptist
Church will be Children's
Choirs at ,5 p.m., fellowship
supper at 6 p.m., Adult Bell
Choir at 6:15 p.m., Adult
Lesson Study at 6:30 p.m.,
Middle School Acteens at 7
p.m., Prayer, Youth Prayer,
RAs, Business meeting at 7
p.m., Adult Church Choir at
7:45 p.m., and High School
Acteens at 8 p.m.
Prayer Group of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at
Seton Center at 7 p.m.
 __—
First United Methodist Men
Executive Committee and
Advisory Board will meet at
6.30 p.in. —
Baptist Men of Memorial
Baptist Church will meet at












Club will meet at 9 a.m. at
Mar Lane Ceramics and then
go to the home of Margaret
Taylor for the meeting. Note
change in date.
The J. N. Williams Chapter
of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy has cancelled its
meeting for this month.
Christian Men's Fellowship
of First Christian Church will
hold the monthly dinner
meeting in the fellowship hall
of the church at 6 p.m.
Bible Study Group of First
Christian Church will meet at
the home of the pastor, the
Rev. Dr. David C. Roos, 1312
Wells Boulevard, at 8 p.m.
Wednesday, January 17
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p.m.
Ladies day luncheon is
scheduledZryks Count
Club with White, 492-
8586, am.: .ginia Jones, 753-




and Mountain, will be shown
at 7 p.m. in the Student Center
Auditorium, Murray State
University. This is open to the
public and admission is free.
Thursday, January 18
Homemakers Clubs
scheduled to meet include
Suburban with Jo Farley at 7
p.m. and Racers, with time
and place not announced.
North 'rclloway Elementary
School P; -Teacher Club is
scheduled tAvieet at the
school.
Home Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at 2
p.m. at the club house with
Margaret Trevathan as
speaker on "What's New At
Your Library."
Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at the
Triangle Restaurant at 6 p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. with
the officers to meet at 7 p.m.,
both at the lodge hall.
Betty Sledd Mission Group
of First Baptist Church will
meet at 9 a.m.
 ...
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
at 7 p.m. with Mrs. Nelson
Ford.
Extension Workers of First
Baptist Church will meet at 2
p.m.
Legion of Mary of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at
1:30 p.m. in the rectory.
Knights of Columbus of St.
Leo's Catholic Church will
meet in Gleason Hall at 7:30
p.m.
Chancel Choir rehearsal will
be at First United Methodist
church at 7 p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For in-
formation call 753-0929.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
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Stag Night will be at 6:30
p.m. at the Murray Country
Club with Ed Carroll as
chairman, assisted by Dick
Stout, Tom Rushing, and Jun
Greer.
Non-denominational Bible
Study is scheduled at 7:30 p.m.
at Seton Hall, North 12th
Street. Persons are asked to
bring their Bibles.
Friday, January 11
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have a dessert party at 7
p.m. at the Community Room
of the North Branch, Peoples
Bank, with Rudolph and Opal
Howard as wagoiunasters anc
Jimmy and Marilyn Herndor
as assistants. Each family is
asked to bring a dessert.
Calloway County
Ministerial Association will
have a dinner at the
Fellowship Hall of the First
Baptist Church at 6:30 p.m.
COOKING
IS FUN
Sy CECIL. Y BROWNSTONE






For those cooks who tell me
they "want to pickle pigs' feet,
but can't seem to find a rec-
ipe."







Scrub pigs' feet thoroughly
and place in a large saucepot.
Cover with water, add vinegar
and heat to the boiling point.
Skim. Add remaining in-
gredients and simmer until
fork-tender — 2 to 3 hours.
Chill in liquid and serve cold.
Makes 4 servings.
Food Editor's Note: Small
pigs' feet are more gelatinous
than the large ones, but the lat-
ter offer more meat. — C.B.
'Bird Watching' Subject
Of Talk By Joe T. Erwin
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
met at the Club House on
Thursday, Jan. 4, with Effie
Vaughn, department chair-
man, presiding..
The speaker was Joe Tom
Joe Tom Erwin
—Guest Speaker
Erwin, writer and naturalist,
who discussed some of his
experiences in bird watching
and answered questions some
of the members had en-
countered feeding birds.
In this area Erwin said birds
should be fed from late
October until April and he
started to feed them, feed "6:-
should be done regularly as
the birds would become
dependent upon it. He also
discussed feeding mixtures
that attract the different
birds.
Mr. Erwin explained how
bird watching had been a
learning experience for him,
and discussed the migratory
and nesting habits of many of
the birds seen in this area, as
well as environmental
changes that affect birdlife.
A business meeting was held
after the program with
Rosanna Miller giving the
thought for the day.
Following the meeting
refreshments were served by
-hostesses — Clover Cotham,
Dot Byrn, Nell Farris, Bar-





Two special birthdays will be celebrated here on Sunday,
Jan. 21. Honored will be Clarence Horton who will 80 and his
wife, Carmen Jones Horton, who will be 75.
The celebration will be in the form of a reception at the
home of one of their daughters, Mrs. Purdom (Jo) Lovett,
cautioned that once a peragia 4Coles Caini:L9!_ourid Church Road, west of  U. & Highway 641
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the
hours of 1 to 2:30 p.m. The family requests that guests not
bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Horton moved to Murray in 1942 while Mr._
Horton was with the Tennessee Valley Authority working at
Gilbertsville. Mr. Horton, in his travels with the TVA, had.
visited many places looking for a place to rear his six
. children and, looking for a college for his children to attend.
While at Gilbertsville, he visited Murray and realized this
was the town he had been trying to locate for his family.
Mrs. Horton was born in Poteau, Okla., and Mr. Hortoh in
Gun Town, Miss. They are both members of the Goshen
United Methodist Church. Mr. Horton, tired of traveling with
TVA, resigned his position and started work after their move
to Murray as a carpenter at Murray State University,
retiring from that position 15 years ago. They have both been
actfve in Woodmen of the World fraternal activities sindIkfrs.
Horton was chosen "outstanding woman of the year" by one
of WOW groups one year.
Their six children are Jesse Horton of Paducah, Mrs. Effie
Kemp of Fulton, Miss., Clarence R. Horton of Denver, Colo.,
Mrs. Frances Adams of Albuquerque, N. M., Mrs. Jo Lovett
of, Murray, and Nick Horton of Murray. They have 18
grandchildren and five great grandchildren.
Clarence
Miss Cindy Outland is
Honored Here Sunday
Mins Cindy Outland, Feb.
16th bride-elect of Randy
Thweatt, was complimented
with a -walk in household
shower" on Sunday, Jan. 14, at
the Community Room of the
North Branch of the Peoples
Bank.
The hostesses for the special
prenuptial occasion were Miss
Jan Cooper, Mrs. Jimmy
Cooper, Mrs. Robert Houston,
Mrs. Danny Outland, Mrs.
Paul Von Schoech, and Mrs.
Ronnie Baker.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear a blue jersey
dress with a corsage of red
silk rates. Her mother, Mrs.
Hardy Outland, her mother-in-
law to be. Mrs. Joe Smith and
her grandmother, Mrs.
Rozella Myers, also wore
corsages of silk roses, all
made by Mrs. Olive Steele.
The refreshment table was
overlaid with white organza
over white and centered with
an arrangement of red silk
roses, made by Mrs. Steele,
and white flocked baby's
breath. Red candles flanked
the flower arrangement.
Punch, white cakes decorated
with red rosebuds, mints, and
nuts were served.
The gifts were displayed for
the guests to view.
Ninety-two persons called or
sent gifts during the afternoon
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TERM: 6 Months (182 days); MINIMUM DEPOSIT:
$10,000; GUARANTEED RATE: '4% Mortensen  U. S._ 
Treasury Bill Rate
Each Week's Rate is














Savings & Loan Association
All accounts are insured up to $40,000 and interest is
compounded daily from date of deposit to date of with-
drawal. Passbook accounts may add to or withdraw at any
time. Certificates require $1,000 00 minimum. Dividends
may be withdrawn monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, an-
nually as the depositor may choose.
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A great majority of
Americans have adopted a
slogan of "Drain America Fir-
st," according to TVA Chair-
man S. David Freeman. He
says it's a policy that will
exhaust our limited supply of
• petroleum, coal and uranium
unless steps are taken to
awaken the public to what's
happening and encourage cut-
backs in the use of all forms of
energy.
In a recent speech to the
Commonwealth Club of Califor-
nia, Freeman said TVA is
already implementing
President Carter's desire for
the agency to become a model
to demonstrate solutions for
problems of energy; en-
vironment and community
development. He said the Ten-
nessee Valley has an op-
portunity to demonstrate that
quality growth is possible, and
. TVA's goal is to help acheive
"that wonderful combination"
, of rural living -and big city
ealaries.
"Life in the Tennessee Valley
:offers more than a paycheck,"
he said. "It offers beautiful
surroundings and human frien-
dliness money can't buy." But
Freeman warned that America
should "break its bad habits of
'gluttony acquired during an era
of abundance, and rekindle a
Pioneer spirit to meet the
challenges of energy and
growth in the years ahead."
• Nice words, and we agree
with them. But will America
heed these words of wisdom
and advice? Will we stop or cur-
tail making trips? Will we form
car pools to save gas? Will
government at all levels curtail
the use of air and ground
vehicles to save precious
gasoline?
It's not a question of whether
Ife should break so-called
NItittonous habits" of the past.
We all know we should. It's a
question of whether we will
have the self discipline to break
them and develop a new and
durable type of society which
will rely on resources that are
reusable and renewable.
Mr. Freeman thinks TVA can
llecome a model agency that
*ill set the example by putting
programs into force that will
Oncourage energy con-
servation, use of solar energy
and other measures.
In his California speech Mr.
Freeman took an adversary
role against oil companies.
"The trend is toward big oil
company dominance of all
fuels. I can tell you from TVA's
experience that you buy coal
from a coal company but it soon
becomes merged into an oil
company. You try to buy
uranium and find it's mostly
owned by an oil company. If the
sun were up for sale, I am sure
it would be next."
He also attacked laws that
"permit any builder to build
anything anywhere no matter
what society must pay in
pollution, ugliness, or loss of
prime farmland needed to grow' •
enough food for future
generations."
TVA has done a lot, not only
for the Tennessee Valley but for
the entire nation since it came
into being in the 1930s.
Mr. Freeman now sees for
TVA a new challenge, an ad-
versary role vastly different
from the one it had in the begin-
ning when its primary effort
was to produce more and more
Bible Thought
the word which came unto Jeralikkth
from the Lord. — Jeremiah IlifL
Good men still hear the word which
comes to them from the Lord. Are you
listening today?
electric power to meet an ever-
growing demand. Its role is
now to seek cutback t in the use
of electricity, fight pollution,
fight the big energy companies.
Whether it can make any
progress in Its about-face role
we can't be Sur.
We just hope it doesn't get so
mired down in new goals, red
tape and bureaucracy to the
degree that it . forgets its
primary responsibilities —
those of furnishing electric
power and flood control to the
people of the valley it serves.
4 1-/
---7-7-11m-Story Of 
Calloway -Coo*18221976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
-,.. 1171++++4+4+++++++++++++++_++t+++++++++4 ++++++++++++++++4
Calloway County was a territorial area carved out of Hick-
man County, the area known as Jackson Purchase. The Purchase
was the result of a treaty with the Chickasaw Indians negotiated
through the efforts of Gen. Andrew Jackson and formet Gov. Isaac
Shelby. Terms of the 1818 treaty are believed to have been under
study since the first governor of the state, Isaac Shelby, and the
federal government later agreed to pay the Indian tribe $20,000
annually for 15 years for the 7 million acres. Other claims made
by the Indians were settled in a compact executect-by Henry Clay,
commissioner from Kentucky, and Watkins Leigh, commissioner
from Virginia. Gov. Slaughter, the chief executive of the Common-
wealth at the time of the purchase, died in Mercer County at the
age of 63 years.
The Purchase and the Purchase District, as explained by the
author a J. H. Battle, W. H. Perrin and G. C. Kniffen in "Kentucky,
A History of the State," are various titles applied . . . stretches
from the Ohio River to northern limits of Mississippi, .embracing
*hat is customarily known as Western Kentucky and Western
Tennessee. The Kentucky portion of the Jackson Purchase-embraces
approximately 2,100 square miles or 1,344,000 acres. The Tennes-
see area is in the neighborhood of 6,000 square miles or 3,840,000
acres.
An error in surveying Kentucky in 1779-80 by Dr. Thomas
Walker accounts for the Purchase area in western Kentucky pene-
trating farther south into Tennessee than the rest of the Common-
wealth, thus accounting for the fact that Calloway County is
bordered in part by Tennessee to the east. After the Indian title
to the Purchase was extinguished by the treaty of 1818, the true
point of latitude 30 degrees and 30 minutes was established on
the Mississippii River to the Tennessee River, north to the line
previously accepted as the boundary between the two states.
"The stipulations of this (Indian) treaty," says Redford in
his History of Methodism, "were made in Monroe County, Mis-
sissippi, on the banks of the Tombigbee, on the road between
Aberdeen and Cotton Gin, about 10 miles from the former place.
The magnificent oak under whose branches Gen. Jackson and his
staff, side by side with Chennubby and his chiefs, on that occasion,
-like those whom it, sheltered, is fast fading away; but the results .
of that interview are found in beautiful cities, villages and county
seats, that now dot theterritory that was thus wrestc4 from—the
savage hands, and in the school houses and churches, those bid-
_ warks of liberty, everywhere to be seen."
Representing President James Monroe in the negotiations to
gain title to the Purchase were Jackson and Shelby, who had
retired from his second term in 1812, thus a formidable candidate
for the work as negotiator for the Purchase. On the other hand
he was not admired by the Indians because of previous grievances
with the Chickasaws, thus was not the principal negotiator in the
treaty. The burden of the agreement fell upon General Jackson
out of respect and obvious fear' as a result of the general's recent
war against Indians in Florida and Mississippi. No doubt, this
accounts for the treaty being commonly known as the Jackson
Purchase, executed Oct. 19, 1818.
The cash terms of the treaty called for the payment in cash.
Just how effectively the cash terms of the treaty were executed
is not recorded in the findings, but doubt prevailed as to whom it
was that got the money in subsequentyears. The Purchase was not
the customary domicile for the Chickasaws but was an area for
hunting to this tribe which held title. Nonetheless, from time to
time Chickasaws ranged the area as late as 1830, then forever they
abandoned the hunting grounds.
• To B. Continued
Garrott's Galley • By MC. Garrott
A Day In A Boat On Reelfoot
Nipped Our Fishing Aspirations
We drove over to Mayfield the other
night to pay last respects to a friend of
many years — Walter Lookofsky. A
lengthly kidney problem had proved too
7 much for Walter. He died peacefully in
- his sleep early the morning of January
3. He was 65.
It won't be the Same, going into the
sporting goods store he and his brother,
David, ran and not receiving a friendly
greeting from Walter. In recent years,
he 'had done little more than that,
greeting friends from a chair back





It as Walter and his wife, the former
Love Harris Palmer, also of Mayfield,
who long ago weaned Cathryn and me
from any aspirations we might ever
have harbored of becoming ardent,
-enthusiastic fishers.
I had been out of the Army only a few
months when Walter suggested one
spring day that Cathryn and I join him
and Love Harris for an overnight
fishing trip to Reelfoot Lake down in
northwest Tennessee: That sounded
like fun. We decided to go, even though
. neither she nor I knew the first thing
about fishing.
For several days before the Saturday
we were to go, Walter strategically
placed roach traps — wire contraptioni
into which the insects could crawl but
designed so they could not crawl out —
in the kitchens and pantrys of some of
the downtown restaurants.
— We were going to fish for bream, he
said, and bream liked roaches. He had
no problem trapping all we would need.
+++
Our big day arrived, and we packed
off to Reelfoot, some 60 miles away.
Cabin reservations had been made at a
place called Gray's Camp right on the
water.
The next morning, bright and early,
Walter had us up, breakfasted and
ready to fish. We had a motor. Walter
had brought one along, but we had to
rent a couple of boats — long, flat-
bottomed wooden ones with three or
four boards across them for seats.
Walter put the motor on one boat. He
and Love Harris were to ride in it. He
then tied one end of a rope to the bow of
the boat in which Cathryn and I were to
be and the other end to' the rear of
theirs. He would tow us out to where
we were to fish. That way, we wouldn't
have to rent a second motor.
Thusly rigged, we set out — put-put-
putting out into the lake, which,
roughly, is something like 20 miles long
and three miles across at its widest
point. It's a maze of cypress trees,
sawgrass and water !Mies.
After about 30 minutes of weaving in
. and out of all that stuff, I began to get a
bit uneasy. "Where on earth are we
going?" I thought. We long since had
lost sight of the shore. On Reelfoot, you
can't see that five minutes after you
leave it because of the trees growing
out of the water, left there years ago by
a shift in the earth caused by an ear-
thquake.
+++
Letter To The Editor
About the time I was ready to
question this, Walter cut the motor. We
drifted to a stop beneath a cypress tree
about as big arciundvaa a rain barrel.
"You and Cathryn fish here," he said,
tying a tow rope to a tree limb. "Love
Harris and I will go on out a little
more." With that and a wave of their
hands, they put-putted off through the
trees, the sound of their motor
gradually dying away.
Then there we sat with only the sound
of birds and whatever else that makes
noise in a place like that all around us.
For the next six hours we slapped at
flies, swatted mosquitoes, expected a
.carri•ffnmth moccasin to slither avec__
.the side into the boat at any moment _
and put roaches on those tiny hooks you
use for bream.
Cathryn would have no part of baiting
her hook. The very thought of putting
her hand into that roach trap for one
almost sent her into hysterics. So, it fell
my lot to bait both hooks, and we must
have been over the smartest school of
bream in the lake. They could neatly
eat the bait and never touch the hook or
bobble the cork. They did that all day.
+++
At noon, we ate our brown-bagged
lunches, then went back to swatting
flies and mosquitoes, watching for
snakes and putting roaches on hooks,
all the time keeping apprehensive ears
tuned for the returning put-put sound of
Walter's motor.
It was almost 4 in the afternoon when
faintly in the distance we heard the put-
put-put of a motor. "Please, Lord, let it
be Walter and Love Harris," we both
secretly prayed for we thought we were
lost.
Gradually, the sound got louder until
suddenly there they were, coming
through the trees. We almost capsized
our boat, so overjoyed we were to see
them.
+++
gOfl tie— 'Were back 11-Cirlirs-Cirrim
and on the way home — sunburned and
mosquito bitten but happy to be out of
that boat and off that lake.
That was my wife's first and last
fisting trip. I have been on only a
couple since then myself, but that
experience squelched even the slightest
indication that fishing had a place in
our recreational future at that time.
thought about that trip the other
night and the many laughs we had over
it as we paid our final respects to




On behalf of the Kentucky Chapter of
- the Arthritis Foundation I wish to thank
all of the volunteers and donors in
_Calloway County who gave so
generously to our 1978 fund-drive.
The Calloway County Read-A-Thon,
sponsored by Mrs. Laurel P'Pool,
raised $451.59. This was the first
county-wide Read-A-Thon in Western
Kentucky, and the response was ex-
cellent. A special "thank you" goes to
all of those students, teachers, and
sponsors who helped to make the
program such a success.
The door-to-door drive in Calloway
County was sponsored by the 4-H, and
the Future Homemakers of America at
both Calloway County High School and
Murray City High School. The con-
tinued support of these groups is deeply
appreciated
Hazel the 1978 drive was sponsored
by Mrs. Max Parks ,and the Hazel
Wofttan's Club. And I also wish to thank
them for their continued work and
NuPPort•
The Business Gifts drive in Murray,
and throughout Calloway County was
sponsored by Mrs. Thelma Warford and
the Theta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. The Theta Department
first sponsored the drive in 1777 and
under their excellent leadership both
the 1977 and the 1978 drive produced
over 10 times the amount raised in 1976.
Mrs. Jo Burkeen, who is a member of
the Theta Department, has also been
instrumental in our drives through her
persistant efforts to help us publicize
information about arthritis-our nation's
number one crippling diseases.
In all $1,790.13 was raised by
Calloway County volunteers during
1478. This money will be used to support
the four arthritis clinics in Kentucky
and to fund on-going programs of
patient and public information as well
as other Arthritis Foundation
programs. Our work could not continue
without this kind of excellent support I
have always found in Calloway rounty.
Sincerely, Rita McLucas
`• Associate Executive Director
Western Area
Ky. Chapter of the Arthritis
Foundation
P.O. Box 3295
Bowling Green, Ky. 42101
Lookink Back
10 Years Ago
An average of 849.32 was reported
yesterday for the sale of dark fired
tobacco on the Murray Market, ac-
cording to 011ie Barnett, tobacco
market reporter.
Deaths reported include the Rev%
John L Parker, 80, John H. Arnold, 57;
Lawton Wheatley, 68, Murray K.
Rogers, and Robert Holloway, 49.
Dr. Ralph Tesseneer, dean of the
graduate school at Murray State
University, spoke on his European tour
at the meeting of the Rho Chapter of
Alpha Delta Kappa.
Miss Lagenia Bazzell, daughter of
Mrs. Gene Rowland and Wayne Baz-
zell, was married to Ronnie Bazzell, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Bazzell, on Dec.
21.
Births reported include a girl, Anne-
Marie, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hoke on
Jan. 11, and a boy, Roy,Allen, to Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Cothran on Jan. 14.
Showing at the Capri Theatre is "The
Boston Strangler" starring Tony
Curtis, Henry Fonda, and George
Kennedy.
20 Years Ago
The Murray Rotary Club heard a
member of Alcoholics Anonymous
speak on the twelve steps set up by Al,
to aid the alcoholic and to make him a
useful citizen again. He was introduced
by Dr. Harry U. Whayne.
Deaths reported include Walter H.
Stuckey, Mrs. Ewell Tinsley; 68, H. B.
Chrisman, 78, and Mrs. J. A. Cullom,
83.
New officers of the Murray Girl Scout
Council are Mrs. Edmund Steytler,
s. GlindelMrsT-DMii Gowans, Mn
Reaves, Mrs. Edgar Shirley, and Mrs.
Laverne Wallis.
Miss Patricia Ann Perdew and




The Murray Knights agai
Atomic Valley Basketball League.
Players pictured are Marvin Kiser,
Gerald Graham, Ronnie Holmes,
Danny Roberts, Joe Met; Gerald'''.
Tabers, Jerry Huse, Ronnie Green; and • -
Bill Newton. Bill Nall is coach and. 








Slight earth tremors were felt in,
Murray on Jan. 13 about 9:30 p.m. They
were only slight and only a few persons
reported they felt the tremor which was
more like a steady vibration than a jar.
Deaths reported include Adolphus.
Lassiter, 36.
Births reported include a girl to Mr..
and Mrs. Floyd Barrow on Jan. 13.
Mrs. Tax Ezell, Mrs. Attie Carson,
Mrs. Doris Ezell, and Miss Mary Reid
presented the program on "Our
Responsibility" at the Reeting of the
WSCS of the Kirksey Methodist Church.
In high school basketball games
Calvert City beat Hazel, Sedalia beat
Lynn Grove, New Concorcrbeat Almo, --
and Murray Training beat Cairo, 111.
High team scorers include McLemore
with 24 for Calvert City, Taylor with 17),
for Hazel, B. Norsworthy with 11 forl,
Sedalia, Dunaway with 14 for Lynn,
Grove, Finney with 12 for New Concord, -
Phillips with 8-for AtITIO, and Houston -
with 9 for Murray Training.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"Eagle Squadron" starring Robert




Since comments on the art of writing
and thinking clearly usually come from
either teachers or men of letters, it is
refreshing to hear the following
statement from a great twentieth-
century scientist, Albert Einstein ( 1879-
1955 ), published in Mein Weltbild in
1934:
To see with one's own eyes, to feel
and judge without succumbing to
the suggestive power of the fashion
of the day, to be able to express
what one has seen and felt In a trim
sentence or even In a cunningly
wrought word — is that not
glorious?
Murray Ledger & Times
Publisher Walter I. Apperson
Editor R Gene McCutcheon
The Murray Ledger & Drnes us published
every afternoon except Sundays July L Christ
mas Day, New Year's Day and lying by
Murray Newspapers, Inc., III N. 4th St
Murray. Ky 47171 Second Ciala Nato Paid at _
Misa-ray. ,K y 
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. By the Associated Press
tr,Imd - 'STARKVILLE, Miss. —
Ii and
Once again, Kentucky's
.m r. youthful basketball team
fought the good fight only to
lose a lastsecond decision. But
Coach Joe Hall sees brighter
days ahead.
"I'm real pleased with my
ball club," Hall said after the




Bulldogs won it on Ray
White's 25-foot jumper with
three seconds to play.
"We played badly at
Alabama ( where Kentucky
dropped a 55-52 game last
Saturday), but tonight we had
a lot of plusses," Hall said. "In
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Tillman, Eastern Nudge
Past Murray State 73-69
RICHMOND, Ky. — Coach
Ron Greene has said that his
Murray State basketball team
must build step-by-step, so he
had to be pleased with the play
of his squad last night.
Corning off an 84-70 drub-
bing at Morehead on Satur-
day, the Racers jumped to a 9-
0 lead and battled Ohio Valley
Conference-leader Eastern
Kentucky to the wire before
falling 73-69.
The loss was Murray's
seventh straight and dropped
its season record to 2-13 and 0-
2 in the OVC. The seven-game
loss streak matched the length
of a losing skein last season.
Eastern Kentucky improved
itself to 9-4 and 3-0.
Freshman Kenney Ham-
monds scored, Keith Oglesby
hit a layup and free throw and
John Randall followed with
yet ihother layup and dunk to
give the Racers their early
advantage.
But the Colonels rallied to
outscore Murray 12-2 to take
the lead for good with 11:50
left in the first half.
James "Turk" Tillman, a 6-
4 junior forward, paced
Eastern with a game-high 25
points. Tillman, averaging
25.8 points a game, ranks in
the top six nationally in
scoring.
Three other Colonels — Vic
Merchant with 16, Bruce
Jones with 14 and Kenny
Elliott with 10— also scored in
'double figures before a crowd
of 6,200.
The Racers, trailing 32-21 at
the half, erupted for 10
straight points to open the
final period on three baskets
by forward Barry Snow and
two by Hammonds.
But Eastern pushed its lead
back up to 50-37 with nine
minutes left, then watched
Murray State make a final
surge. Trailing 71-67 with 17
seconds left, Hammonds sank
a layup to get the Racers
within a basket before Tillman
iced the game by dropping two
free throws with 10 seconds
left.
Hammonds and Snow
turned in their most im-
pressive performances of the
season. The former finished
with 16 points, while the latter
tied his season high with 15.
Randall, a 6-8 senior, con-
tinued his fine board work
with a game-high 12 rebounds
and led Racer scorers with 21
points. Oglesby finished with
nine points and freshman
guard Tom Adams added four.
Eastern hit 51 percent from
the field on the strength of 31-
of-61 shooting while the
Racers shot at a 46 percent (30
of 65) clip. Murray was suc-
cessful on 9-of-H free throws.
The Colonels hit 11 of 18.
The Racers host Western
Kentucky in another OVC
battle Saturday in the Sports
Arena before facing Middle
Tediessee in Murfreesboro on
Monday. 'Turk' Tillman
WNW! STATE 69
ft fps ft fts reb pf tp
Joia 11 21 5 I 12 5 21
limy km 7 12 I 2 7 4 15
Law, limmais 7 11 2 2 6 2 16
KAM Oglaaby 4 12 1 1 2 4 9
Teo Adm 2 4 0 0 1 1 4
Ibrvey WW1 1 4 0 0 S I 2
Ileem Boyd 1 - 0 0 0 2 2
Test Leffler II I 0 0 1 0 0
Gerdes Melte, -1 AI 0 0 0 0 0
Mike Dieastick. 4440 11
Devil L..i I 111 I .I 1 I I
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That's Joe Hall After UK Falls To Miss. State
us was the final score."
Hall said that the loss,
Kentucky's sixth against a
like number of victories and
its fourth in five SEC games,
"won't stick in our craws.
We'll be able to come back
from this .loss without any
trouble.
"If there's any such thing as
a good loss, this was a good
loss."
Kentucky thus dropped a
crucial weekend road series
that seriously damages
Wildcat chances of defending
its league title. Ironically,
both losses were engineered
by coaches with close personal
ties to Hall and Kentucky.
Alabama is coached by C.M.
Newton, a former Kentucky
teammate of Hall in the early
Ballard Co.ittv.
Pairings Are Set




Murray High will face Hick-
man in the second game of the
first night of action. The
winner of that contest will





Mary victory oh Jan...26.
The lower bracket features
Mayfield against Heath and
Carlisle County against
Ballard County. Those games
are set for Jan. 25.
Admission will be $1.25 for
students and $2 for adults.
The pairings:
hes 14 p mo
Murray High













701 Math Murray, Ky 7534273
1950s. Mississippi State's Jim
Hatfield was an assistant
coach for Hall's first two
Kentucky teams in 1973 and
1974.
It was a Hatfield coaching
ploy that proved the.. dif-
ference. With six minutes left
and the score tied 6141, he
ordered his tearn into a four-
corner offense.
"We were running it with
the intention of scoring or
getting a foul," Hatfield said.
"But we didn't score and they
didn't foul us so, with about
2:18 logo, we said, "What the
heck, let's take it down and
see what happens'."
What happened was that the
Bulldogs, now 12-2 overall and
4-2 in the SEC, held the ball
until White began looking for a
shot with 15 seconds to go. He
worked loose long enough to
throw up a shot from behind
the circle.
Kentucky's Dwight
Anderson fired a shot at the
buzzer that hit the rim and
bounced off.
White, the Bulldogs' leading
scorer, was limited to just four
points. Wiley Peck paced
Mississippi State with 24
points and Riickey Brown
added 20. Kyle Macy led




Four coaches are needed for




Those interested in coaching
in the fifth-grade boys
program should contact the





Eastern Kentucky, 3-0 in the
Ohio Valley Conference and 9-
4 overall, maintained a one-
game lead over Morehead and
Tennessee Tech, both 2-1 after
wins on Monday, with its 73-69
victory over Murray.
Morehead got 26 points from
Herbie Stamper in a 94-78 win
over Austin Peay, while Brian
Troupe scored 23 points and
Pete Abuls added 15 as Ten-
nessee Tech slipped by
defending champion Western
Kentucky 75-68. It was
Western's first OVC start.
Middle Tennessee, 1-2 in the
OVC and 9-6 overall, was idle.
Morehead jumped to an 11-4
lead less than five minutes
into its game and built the
margin to 40-21 six minutes
before halftime.
Austin Peay, led by Curtis
Webster's 15 points, narrowed
the gap to 47-35 by in-
termission, but two technical
fouls to open the second half
proved to be the Governors'
undoing. Stamper hit three of
four technical free throws and
Morehead added another
basket on the ensuing in-
-bounds play to put the Eagles
ahead 52-35.
Austin Peay, 1-2 and 6-9, got
no closer than Irpoints down
the stretch.
Norris Beckley had ZI and
Charlie Clay added 15 for
Morehead, which improved its
overall record to 74. •
•
Pat Kannapel came off the
bench to pour in 12. poinLs and
grab a game-high 11 rebounds
for Tennessee Tech, which
improved its record to 6-8
overall. Kannapel helped the
Golden Eagles to a decisive 43-
28 rebounding edge over
Western, which slipped to 7-5
overall.
Terence Roberts' 15-footer
with nine minutes remaining
in the fast half put Tech ahead
for good at 12-11.
Western was paced by
Ricky Wray's 16 points.
TENNLS
HOUSTON — Third-seeded
Wendy Turnbull beat Janet
Newberry 6-3, 7-5 in the first
round of a $125,000 women's










Mirrray Ledger & Times
Natalie Garfield (with bell) wes one of 17 members of Abe Marrey NO girls basketball team float sew action but algid la










Includes listed parts and labor — no extra charge for air con-
ditioned cars 54 less for electronic ignition
6o EAR
THE GOODYEAR PROMISE
• We do professional work.
• We do only the work you authorize.
• We return worn-out parts.







All Goodyear ,service is war-
ranted for at least 90 days or 3,000
miles, whiChever comes first —
many services, much longer. If
warranty service is ever required,
go to the Goodyear Service Store
where the original work was per-
formed. If, however, you're more
than 50 miles from the original
store, go to any of Goodyear's
1500 Service Stores nationwide.
ps Insure Quick Cold Weather Starts
• Electronic engine, charging, and starting
systems analysis • Install new points, plugs,
condenser, rotor • Set dwell and timing • Ad-
just carburetor • Includes Datsun,Toyota, VW,
and light trucks.
Warranted 90 days or 3,000 miles, whichever comes first.
Lube & Oil Change
$588
Includes up to 5 quarts
malor brand 10/30 oil.
Oil filter extra if needed.
Helps protect moving parts
• Chassis lubrication and oil change
• Please call for appointment • Includes
light trucks.
Warranted 90 days or 3,0.00 miles,
whichever comes first.
TIEMPO
Double Steel Belted Radial
With Over10,000 Hard-Working
Tread Edges For Traction!
Tempo has special tread
compounds too, plus an
aggressive tread design
that helps add traction
on almost any road, in
  !most any weather.
et Tiempo's radial
onstruction saves
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Use any of these 7 other ways to buy. Our Own Custom,
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-CIVisaub ; Cash 
American Expres
iY 
- - - - -
Goodyear Servke Stores
721 S. 12th St. 
Store Manager Reber? I. Rudolph, Jr.
Murray, Ky. Goodyear Service Store
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The Girls:
Washer One Short Of Record
Mark As Murray High Rolls
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Stacey Mobley hefted the
free throw, then watched it
totter around before falling off
the rim. A moment later, her
field goal attempt was a bit too
. strong and txainded away.
• So with 14 seconds left, she
again Stood at the free-throw
line with a look of concern on
her face. But this time her
.shot fell through, much to the
delight of the small crowd at
- the Murray High Gymnasium.
A game-winning free throw?
Hardly. But it did provide the
only dramatics of a 100-20
Murray High victory over an
outmanned Farmington team
last night.
That three-digit figure was a
a milestone for a Tiger girls
a team — its first 100-point
aagame ever. The win pushed
a. Murray High's record even at
a • 3-3, while the Wildcats fell to 0-
a.10.
-I knew Farmington was
aveak, but we ,can't just sit
'.back and not play," said
Murray High coach Rick
Fisher. "We didn't play that
well anyway. We are still a
long way from bi@ing a good
team."
It was difficult to determine
how good — or bad, in Far-
mington's case — either team
was last night. Amid a rash of
turnovers byAidthleamst,—IM—
Tigers vaulted to a 22-3 first-
quarter lead and never
allowed Farmington more
than 10 points in any quarter.
Senior guard Jaina Washer
led the way with 26 points, just
one shy of the single-game
record of 27 held by
sophomore center Tonya
Alexander. Alexander scored
23 points herself. .
Washer had a chance to
break the mark late in the
game when she swiped
another Farmington pass and
drove the length of the court
for an apparent lay up.
The ball flew from her
grasp, however — that can
happen when one shoots as
many layups as she did last
night — arid she fouled out
moments later.
The two teams combined for
71 turnovers, with Farmington
owning 44 of them. And the
Wildcats wouldn't even have
scored in double figures as a
team had it not been for free'
throws.
The visitors had only four
field goals for the game but
sank 12-of-32 charity tosses.
Murray High had a whopping
47 field goals on 70 attempts
t 67 percent) and hit 6-of-18
tries from the line
"This game gave us a good
chance to try to do some
things that we wanted to do,"
said Fisher. "But we need
more game experience."
From a scoring standpoint,
it would have been hard for
any fan there not to pleased.
The Tigers jumped to an 8-0
lead and owned their biggest
advantage of the first half at
56-11 on Candy Jackson's
la yup with 52 seconds left.
All 17 Tiger girls that
dressed played, and 12 of them
scored. Jackson (ll) and Jann
Washer (10) were the only
other Murray High players in
double figures, but Rhysha
Griffith pumped in six and
four others added four each.
The Tigers travel to Hick-
man County Thursday before
facing still-unbeaten Calloway
County in the first half of a
doubleheader at the MSU
Sports Arena Friday. The
Murray High-Calloway
County boys game will follow.
Warm 100, ferseleatee 31
fi fee ft We
Mae Wad/et  13 17 • I
Terre Alessather  14 13 3 6
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Meyshe Griffith 3 5 I 0
Laura lierges 2 2
Starr awes 2 3 0 8
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3 10 2 5-20
22 34 22 14.100
faralepose • Steen Odeetlas, I; Weise 111111, 4; Catty 1911see, 4; See* Saab,2; Amato £s,1; West. 1.
Cold Calloway Warms, Tops
St. Mary For lith Triumph
PADUCAH — Marianne
Davis had probably heard of
teams getting off to a cold
start, but not in TILLS way. "It
took us a while to thaw out,"
.the Calloway County girls
';basketball coach said.
Thaw they did, as the
Lakers rebounded from a
first-quarter deficit for a 62-50
victory over St. Mary last
night that gave Calloway its
11th straight.triumph withoitt
a loss.
The St. Mary gymnasium
was without heat, and Davis
;Was sure it was a big factor in
'the Lakers slow start. "We
'couldn't shoot free throws,
.aind I think the cold hacl a lot to
with it."
7-, Neither team was exactly
'adept at the free-throw line..
Calloway hit only 10-of-29
charity tosses, while St. Mary
was little better with.a 12-of-28
performance.
Trailing 19-13 after a
quarter, the Lakers outscored
the Vikings in every quarter
thereafter. Mina Todd led the
*inners with 27 points on 13-
df-21 shooting field-goal
: Guard Rose Ross, the
.f..akers' leading scorer,
*lined the game wih a




Better see the new—very
reliable—A B Dick 990
plain paper copier
The 990 has all of the -most
wanted" features of ma-
chines costing 50% more
—including the versatility
to make 11" a 17" copes,
copy both sides, and use






sustained in practice, and her
status for Friday's game
against Murray High is
doubtful.
Pam Troglo, a quick 5-5
guard, accounted for 60
percent of the Vikings points
as she tossed in 30, including
12 in the first quarter to give
St. Mary its early advantage.
"She couldn't miss," said
Davis. "But she is awfully
quick— a really good player."
Melissa Miller and Dawn
Redden added 10 points each
for Calloway for the Only other
double-figure scoring for the
winners.
Calloway hit 26-of-56 shots
from the field for 46 percent,
much better than its 34 per-
cent accuracy from the free-
throw line.
Miller, who hit five of her
seven field-goal tries, also led
the team in assists with five
and received credit from
Davis for her fine defensive
play. "I put her on Troglo in
the second half, and she held
her down really well."
Aside from Troglo, only
three other _Vikings scored.
Mary Taylor had nine points,
Caleen Tackett added eight
and Cathy Willett chipped in
three.
The Lakers' contest against
Murray High will begin at 6:30
in the Murray State Sports
Arena and will be the first half
of a doubleheader. The
Calloway-Murray High boys
game will follow.
Calesay Caney 42,1. Wary 50
fe fee ft fee r.6 1p
Woe Todd  13 21 1 2 14 2 V
Illitissa Mir 5 7 0 3 11 4 W
Dew Iodise  5 16 S 1 5 1 W
Repko& Writ,  2 4 2 7 10 4 •
Wm WWe 1 2 2 7 7 2 4
mini Maw«0 4 1 2 2 4 1
Miry Illowienr  0 2 3 2 4 2
Parry Overbey   5 1 2 3 2 1 2
tem/ Overlay  0 1 0 0 0 0
Totals 21 56 10 29 53 22 42
54. Wary 21 P221 NW
St. Mery - Pen Treek, 30; Mary Teyler, 1; Gina Teckett, 11; Ca* Weett,
3.
Gamey Co. 13 16 18 15-02
R. Mary 19 12 11 • 54
Tiger, Laker Frosh
Each Earn Victories
Murray High gained its
victory a bit easier, but both
area freshman boys
basketball teams earned wins
last night. In Pgducah:
The takers battled St. Mary
to a 51-all tie at the end o;
regulation play, then out-
scored the hosts 14-7 in
overtime tor their eighth
victory in 10 games.
Dan Key erupted for 30
points and 10 rebounds, while_
Ricky Houston added 12 and:
Tommy Workman chipped hi'
10.
Calloway trailed 36-25 at the
half and 41-32 after three
quarters but rallied for the tie
and subsequent victory.
At We Murray High gym:
David McMillen pumped in
16 points to pace the Murray
High. fro& to a 47-23 victory
over Farmington and their
first triumph of the season last
night,
.0
David Schmaltz and Walter
Payne added eight points each
for the winners, who are now
1-6
The Tigers led just 12-6 after
one quarter but pushed it to 18
after a 20-point second quarter
and were never headed.
Calloway - Dan Key, 30;
Brad Miller, 7; Ricky
Houston, 12; don Hargrove, 6;
Tommy Workman, 10; Kyle
Cardinal, 0.
St. Mary Matchem, 16;
Smith, 9; Woeltz, 6; Averill,
20; Harper. 7
Farmington -- Coleman, 14;
Adams, 6; Smith, 4;
Waggoner, 2; Pigg, 2.
Murray High -- David
McMillen, 16; David Sch-
maltz, 8; Walter Payne, 8;
Ronnie Pace, 6; Ken Murphy,
2; Darren Hooper, 4; Todd
Swain, 2, Mike Boggess, I.
Sonny Smith, referring to an
[SU home-record crowd of
14,560.
The attendance broke the
long-standing mark of 14,5.51
set on Feb. 11, 1970, when ISU
Starr Josses (33) follows through on a shot attempt as a host of teammates and Farmingtonplayers watch. The Murray High girls bombed the Wildcats 100-20 last night to even *air recordat 3-3.
Green, Scales Shine;
Tigers Polish Off Auburn
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer,
It sure helps to have the
hometown fans applauding
you, and the Louisiana State
basketball team had plenty of
support for their big
Southeastern Conference
game with Auburn.
But the biggest hand they
got Monday night was from Al
Green and DeWayne Scales.
The Tigers'. .formidable
inside-outside combination
teamed for 52 points to lead
the nation's ninth-ranked
team to a 94-82 victory amid
the clamor of jam-packed
Assembly Center at Raton
entertained Kentucky.
While the fans were making
noise, LSU's two big guns
were firing away — the 6-foot-
2 Green scoring 27 points and
the 6-9 Scales putting in 25.
"We just gave him more
room to work around inside
their zone?' said ISU Coach
Dale Brown of Green. "Scales
was just his usual phenomenal
self Our inside game was
what won it for us, and our
tough defense in the second
half.,.
In another key SEC game,
Vanderbilt upset No. 18
Alabama 75-73 in overtime,
marking the second victory in
College Basketball
points from close range,
prompting Brown's remark
that "he's the best 6-2 center
in the country." Many of
Scales' shots were from long
range, as far away as 25 feet.
Charlie Davis tipped in a
missed shot by Tommy
Springer with one second left
in overtime to provide Van-
derbilt's tingling victory.
Alabama's Reggie King put
the game into overtinie with a
similar shot when he tipped in
a missed shot by teammate
Eddie Adams with four
Rouge, Lai week. over a_ Lai reality seconds to play in regulation.
"That was like a sixth man :team for the Commodores. Two free throws by Bob
to them," said Auburn Coe-eh—They defeated fU last week—Heaton-snapped a tie with 19
Fifth-ranked Indiana State seconds left, then Larry Bird
was the only other Top Twenty stole the ball and fed Carl
club in action Monday night, Nicks for a layup to seal
beating New Mexico State 73- Indiana State's Missouri
69. Valley Conference victory
Green scored many of his over New Mexico State.
SAN FRANCISCO — The
San Francisco Giants with-
drew their offer to the Min-
nesota Twins for slugger Rod




RICHMOND, Ky. — Jackie
Mounts and Cindy Barnx
scored 20 points each and
Laura Lynn added 18 as the
Murray State women rolled
past Eastern Kentucky 80-70
last night to break a two-game
losing streak.
Bart-ix' total included an
eight-for-eight performance
from the free-throw line, while
Mounts also grabbed a game-
high 16 rebounds.
With the victory, the Racers
evened their season record at
7-7 and gained their first Ohio
Valley Conference win against
two losses. Eastern fell to 3-8
and 1-3.
As team, Murray shot a
blistering 86 percent (18 of 21)
from the free throw line and 42
percent (31 of 73) from the
field. The Colonels sank 37
percent of their tries from the
field and 6-of-10 charity tosses.
Peggy Gay and Loretta
Coughlin led Eastern with 20
points each, and Sandra
Mukes pumped in 19 for the
hosts.
The Racers host Western
Kentucky in a 5:15 p.m. game
Saturday in the Sports Arena.
Norm Stole W, &Wen Isettaty 75
fip fee ft he ra•
led& Newts 8 20 4 5 14
Cbely lents 6 II 8 4
1.yes  9 al 11 • 8
Jeanne IOU= 4 3 4 4
Merle [Wed39 2 2 1
LH LaMar 1 4 1 2 6
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Calloway County boys vs Marshall County, Jeffrey
Gymnasium,
Murray High boys vs Farmington, home.
21rarsday
Murray High ghis at Hickman Cagily.
Friday
Calloway County boys, girls vs Murray High; Murray
State Sports Arena.
Saturday
Murray State men, women vs Western Kentucky; Sports
Arena; women's game, 5:15 p.m.
Carew Wants TaStay-istAL-7:-
superstar wants to continue to
play baseball in the American
League because the seven-
time American League bat-
ting champion said he prefers
playing against American
League teams and pitchers.
If you figure on investing for a number of years, our 8%1-10 year certificate
of deposit guarantees a high yield (effective annual yield-8.33%),
and protection against interest rate tluctuotion overtholong
term Minimum deposit $1,000 •
In addition to high earnings, at Home Federal










you can always count
on your savings ',vestment at Home Federal to be safe and sure
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I Homes, like actions, may
speak leader than words. Part
of theiniuse-talk quiz, devel-
Andy Lang In coopera-
tion wall Purdue University
feculty members, coven some
' things a house may tell you




• 1, A messy house may in-
dicate that the occupant is: (a)
depressed; ( b) distracted; ( c )
creative; d all of the above.
2. If a man keeps several
• houseplants and likes antiques,
it is an indication that he is:
)apolitically conservative; ( b )
not especially fond of sports;
(ci concerned with environmen-
tal issues.
3. A person who likes bright
colors, such as red or orange,
for walls and carpets may be:
(a) highly emotional; ( b) very
successful in his or her profes-
sion; ( c) not highly motivated
toward achievement.
4. A person who picks a
warm yellow or orange for
kitchen decor: ( a) has little
knowledge of contemporary
t• rends in decorating; b) gives
little thought to the problems of
cleaning and maintenance; (c)
has some insight into the in-
fluence of color on human
moods.
5. Anyone who would put a
Victorian table next to a con-
temporary chair is (A) pro-
bably ignorant of the
significance of furniture styles.
B I possibly following one of the
latest trends in decorating. (C)




if Many common fruits and
vegetables will make inter-. .estmg house plants at little
cost.
Avocado pits provide one of
the more popular and longlast-
ing 'plants, but It taltes a little
longer than others to sprouL _
• Other items to experiment
• with are sweet potatoes, carrot
and pineapple tops, white po-
• tatoes and citrus seeds. These
. are parts of fruits and vege-
tables that you generally toss
•• into the garbage pail.
Planting them is quite easy.
Remove seeds from the fruit
but do not let the. dchty .out.
Plant them promptly-in moist
soil, about a quarter inch deep.
Water whenever the soil begins
to dry out.
Seeds from lemons, oranges,
tangerines and grapefruit will
grow into beautiful, glossy-
leafed plants. But, advises Pr?
fessor Lee Taylor of Michigan
.• State University, -don't count
on your orange plants to flower
and produce fruit for you. Cit-
rus plants grown indoors usual-
ly don't blossom. But they are
nice looking."
Here's how to start an avo-
cado plant: Remove the pit
. from the fruit, wash it, let it
dry for several days, then re-
move the papery brown coat-
ing. Bury the broad, rounded
end of the pit in moist potting
soil, which should be moistened
again when it begins to dry.
Place the pot in a sunny win-
dow when the pit cracks and a
shoot and leaves appear.
How about an avocado ex-
periment. Plant a pit upside










tinuity in his life by preserving
a reminder of an earlier age.
6. A brightly lighted living
room may indicate that: (a)
the family is expecting com-
pany; (b) the member& of the
fiunily are energetic and hard-
working; (c) the family mem-
bers are unusually formal with
each other and outsiders.
7. A person who displays
kitchen utensils, a stamp col-
lection, woodworking tools, or
family snapshots on open
shelves may be: (a) a sloppy
housekeeper; )b) following a
current decorating trend; I c) a
warm person who is easy to
get to know; (d) two of the
above.
ANSWERS: 1. Id) A cluttered
house may be a sign that the
person who lives there is pre-
occupied with matters consid-
ered more important than
housekeeping. But it might also
mean that the person is de-
pressed - especially if the
house is excessively dark as
well as messy. Clutter and
creativity may also *go togeth-
er. A neat house may indicate
an orderly, organized person
who is not outstandingly creat-
ive.
2. ( c) A study at Purdue con-
trasted environmental activists
with other people who care
little about environmental is-
sues. Among the characteristics
that set environmentalists
apart are their fondness for an-
tiques and houseplants.
3. ( ci Persons who favor
bright colors often rate lower in
achievement motivation than
down in the soil. You may get a
plant with several stems, not
just one.
To plant a carrot, cut an inch
off the big, rounded end. Place
the piece in a dish of wet sand
and roots will grow out of the
cut portion. Dark green, lacy
leaves will emerge from the
top:-
Here.actothera:-
Pineapple- Twist the top off
the fruit, remove several lower
leaves to expose at least half
an inch of stem. Sometimes
small roots will be exposed. In-
sert the top in moist sand or
vermiculite. Don't keep it so
wet that the pineapple will rot.
In one to two months, roots will
grow. Then transplant intoopot-
ting soil and place it in a sunny
window. This one may bear
fruit.
Sweet potato - Place a
whole sweet potato in a jar
with a third of the large end
sticking out. You can brace it
there with toothpicks. Set jar
filled with water in a warm,
sunny ' place, and roots and
leafy vines will get started in a
few days. Change the water
weekly to avoid odor.
"Seeds of green peppers and
winter squash will sprout quick-
ly and grow into long, green
vines,- Michigan State's Taylor
notes. -They usually can't get
enough light in the house to
grow very large, but they are
fun to watch for a while."
Taylor points out that the po-
megranate is loaded with
seeds. "You could plant some
deep and some shallow and
vary the amount of light, water
and warmth you give them to
see what combination seems to
work best."
Other possibilities include as-
paragus seeds, herbs and rhu-
barb.
Most of these plants don't
stay pretty for long. When they
start to look sickly, or if they
develop insect or disease prob-
lems, throw them out and start
new ones.
"After all," says Taylor,
"Seeing what comes up is half
the fun."
Wood Ashes
Ashes from your wood stove
or fireplace make good fertili-
zer, since they have lots of po-
tash, an important plant nutri-
ent. So sprinkle the ashes on
the compost pile or plow them
into the garden soil in early
spring or late fall
i For Earl Aronson's "Associ-
ated Press Guide to House
Plants," send $1 to House
Plants, AP Newsfeatures, 50
Rockefeller Plaza, New York,
N.Y. 10020.1
do others. Persons who gerhigh
scores on measures of achieve-
ment motivation generally pre-
fer subdued colors such as
blue.
4. t c) A warm yellow or or-
ange decor may be an excellent
choice for a kitchen. Bright,
cheerful colors may be just the
right setting for an upbeat ,tat
to the day.
5. (b) Scrambling furniture of
various periods and styles
is a characteristic of the very
-in" style of decorating known
as eclectic.
6. (b) Light levels are be-
lieved tte,,be associated with
work levels. A kitchen is a
brightly lighted room and lots
of work gets done there. Sub-
dued lighting suggests greater
formality.
7. (d) A new trend in decora-
ting is open storage that lets
the homemaker show off uten-
sils by hanging them on hooks,
and display herbs and other in-
gredients in glass jars. Hobby-
ists show their crafts and col-
lections on open shelves. This
trend is displacing the behind-
closed-doors storage of the
past. Some authorities believe
that the person who prefers
out-in-the-open storage is an
out-in-the-open individual who
makes friends easily.
SCORING: 5-7 right: you
should be asking the questions.
3-4 right: you're just an aver-
age house-talker. 0-2 correct:
listen carefully, your house
may be trying to tell you some-
thing.
The house-talk quiz was pre-
pared by Andy Lang in cooper-
.anon with Purdue University
Professor D. Perry Anchor,
Wilding construction; Profes-
sor Richard Borden, psy-
chological sciences; Professor
Frederick B. Morse, mechani-
cal engineering; and Professor




DESCR1BED.A.S A "deluxe ininihouse" by architect Jan
Reiner, this. Florida waterfront retirement home consists of
one bedroom and one bath. A concrete block house built on a
4-inch-thick slab, the structure his stucco exterior walls and
piaster interiors.Heating-coolingcould be by a heat-pump or
a solar unit on the roof. For more information on Plan
HA1081R, write-enclosing a stamped. self-addressed





Can Save Money At Home
When you think of con-
serving water, chances are
you expect to deny your
family some of the con-
veniences to which they are
accustomed.
Not so, says the Plumbing -
Heating - Cooling Information
Bureau. There are many ways
that you can save water that
won't hurt their standard of
living. Some water-saving
techniques actually enhance
the comfort and convenience
of your family and save
money too.
These water-saving tips
come from the Bureau:
1. Have leaky faucets fixed
or replaced. An "average"
leak wastes up to 5,000 gallons
a month, at an estimated cost
of about $40 a year. If the leak
is from a hot water faucet, add
from $30 to $40 for heating the
water.
2. If you're about to remodel
or add a bathroom ask your
plumbing contractor if you
should include one of the new
water-saving water closets.
Parties Follow Pharaoh's Course
By ELAINE Q. BARROW
AP Newsfeatures
Young King Tutanlchamun, if
he hadn't been mummified for
3,000 years, might be mesme-
rized by the merchandising of
his name.
King Tut has become a pres-
tige label for jewelry, 1-Shirts,
tote bags, stationery, jigsaw
puzzles, bikinis, books, sculp-
ture, needlepoint sets, linens
Humidifier *Ives Fuel,
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Olympia Mara, Murray, Ey., 7113-4 1 MI
Everyone knows by -now
that you can save fuel by
turning down your thermostat
to 68 degrees or less. The
problem is - how do you stay
comfortable at the lower
temperature, especially if
you're one of the majority of
people who like it lb to 8I-
degrees?
You can do it by introducing
moisture into the air, says the
Plumbing - Heating - Cooling
Information Bureau. Grand-
ma used to do it by putting
pans of water on radiators or
In heating ducts. The modern
way is with a humidifier. You
can actually increase comfort
at lower temperatures with
humidifier, the Bureau notes.
Here's why, according to
Ken Fournier of Skuttle
Manufacturing Company, a
pioneer in the humidification
field: Excessively dry air
evaporates moisture from
your skin, automatically
lowering the temperature on
its surface and making you
feel cooler. Putting moisture
'into- the air slows the
evaporating process, so you
feel comfortable at a lower
temperature.
If your home is like the
average, it's probably too dry.
In fact, in most homes the
relative humidity drops to
,--artsind 15 percent during the
heating season - and that's
drier than Death Valley! A
home heated to 68 degrees
should have a relative
humidity between 30 and 35
percent.
Static electricity is probably
the most obvious sign that
your home is too dry.
However, dryness is also





available for every type of
heating. For more in-
formation, write to the
Plumbing - Heating - Cooling
Information Bureau, 35 E.
Wacker Dr., Chicago, Ill.
60601.
Kitchen Is A Favorite
Room For Remodeling
Because of financial and
other problems involved in
buying a new home today,
many families are remodeling
their existing homes instead of
trying to relocate. A favorite
place to remodel is the kit-
chen, since it is once more
coming into its own as the
social center of the home
despite the popularity of the
family room.
According to the Plumbing -
Heating - Cooling Information
Bureau, the kitchen is
becoming the place for most
family meals and the neigh-
borhood coffee - break for
stay-at-home housewives,
while the family room is the
favorite for evening
gatherings.
These are among the things
women want most in their new
kitchens:
1. Two or three-bowl sink.
The "heart of the kitchen" is
the sink. The homemaker's
choice can be of stainless steel
or enamel that comes in a
variety of colors and sets the
tone for the entire room.
2. More counter and cabinet
space. Cabinets above the
counter should reach to the
ceiling. Seldom used items
can be stored in hard-to-reach
places. Spa& beneath
counters shoulccbe utilized to
the fullest WO.
3. Automatic dishwasher. It
eliminates a job that meet
homemakers dislike; it also
gets the dishes cleaner
because hotter water is usea
than hands can stand.
4. Food waste disposer. This
handy appliance is installed
below the sink, connected to
the waste line. Food waste is
put down the drain and the
cold water is turned on. A flick
of a wall switch sets the ap-
pliance going.
5. Trash compactor. It
compresses the equivalent of
a week's worth of trash for a
family of four into a 11/2 foot
cube weighing around 25
pounds. It can handle
anything that normally goes
into the trash can. •
6. Instant-hot water device.
It dispenses tea-kettle hot
water for instant soups and
drinks.
7. Cheerful colors and plenty
of sunlight.
and lingerie.
There are posters, porcelain,
calendars, collectors' plates,
scarves and even a whiskey de-
canter shaped like the Egyptian
monarch's golden death mask.
Parties with a King Tut theme
are among the latest fads.
Tutmania is peaking in New
York City, the sixth United
States stop for a traveling exhi-
bition of 55 priceless articles
from the boy king's tomb.
The show recently began a
four-month stay at the Metro-
politan •Museum of Art. Pre-
viously it had been seen in
Washington, D. C., Los Ange-
les, Seattle, Chicago and New
Orleans, San Francisco and To-
ronto are the next stops sched-
uled.
-in New Yerk, if Tr itrat aui f
NewAork - was
injected: jewelry and fashion
items with hieroglyphs trans-
lating into, "I Love New
York.'''
These come in a cartouche
collection developed by six ma-
jor fashion and jewelry design
houses. Part of the proceeds
will go to the nonprofit Citizens
"for New York City, Inc., for
citywide improvement pro-
grams.
For a different set, hair-
dresser Roget Resca has
created a "King Tut Cut," fea-
turing long hair and bangs
which resemble those identified
with a different Egyptian  
Cleopatra. However, unisex
hair styles may have been "in"
even back in 1358 B.C. As a
gesture of regal extravagance,
Mrs. Resca recommends flick-
ing a bit of gold dust into your
hair.
A King Tut napkin, created
by print designer Vera for a'
diplomatic dinner given by the
Egyptian government before
the New York exhibition
opened, is another spinoff. The
design embodies a traditional
Egyptian symbol, the crook and
flail, executed in black and
gold on a natural fabric. The
napkins are made of ramie, an
ancient textile, presumably the
kind used to wrap mummies.
Among apparel items are tur-
tleneck sweaters with the fal-
con symbol, sleepwear with
Egyptian brick and gold motif,
and necklaces and earrings
with similar reproductions.
Women's gowns have the
look, column-shaped and sheer,
in fluid fabrics that emphasize
the body in the way associated
with Cleopatra. The Tut exhibit
has created a resurgence of in-
terest in anything Egyptian-re-
lated
There arre also the inevitable
T-shirts printed with -Love My
Mummy and "Struttin' With
Tut" and other slogans I after
all, the king himself was a
teenager when he died).
And, of course, collectibles
abound. Two highlights are a
24-karat gold sculptured bust of
the young pharaoh, being. pro-
moted by a credit card firm.
and a zodiac plate by Wed-
gwood for $1,000.
However, without spending a
lot of money - even for scal-
pers' tickets to the sold-out ex-
hibit - a person can join the
fun by simply giving a King
Tut party.
Louise Stacey of Great Neck,
N.Y., a professional party plan-
ner, offers these tips:
Make it an Egyptian costume








Or Visit Our Shop Off Seek 4th at The Drive-In Theatre.
( Approximately 1 Week Service )
 •
affair. Send out invitations on
parchment pa per .
Even if the weather is brisk,
you can conjure up a Nile-like
balminess indoora.with some
exotic decorating.
Place throughout the room
huge straw baskets holding tall,
willowy reed plants. On the
walls hang stylized murals of
pyramid scenes.
Low, simple furniture such as
white parsbns tables help to
further the mood and go well
with oversized pillows scattered
on the floor.
An intimate atmosphere can
be achieved by hanging brass
lanterns with glowing candles.
And Ms. Stacey suggests a
sound' effeet --the tThEe oT
trass wind chimes fanned, into
motion by the ordinary move-
ments of people in the room.
Trays of tood could be
marched in by a procession of
servers wearing togas, gold
sandals, necklaces and clanging
metal bracelets, The servers
could load.v buffet table with
the feast =- Lamb shish kebabs
served on a mountain of rice,
traditional vegetable dishes,
and mounds of figs, mangoes
and melons.
Pita bread could be served
from wicker trays. Tall clays
jars would hold wine and beer,
and a selection of cheese would
be displayed.
IISS YOUR PAPER!
' rotairod their booto-aemed
copy of The Murray Lagar I
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They use only half as much
water with no loss of ef-
ficiency.
3. If you have an old-
fashioned showerhead,
replace it. New ones on the
market use leas water and
Increase enjoyment of the
shower since they permit you
to regulate the spray.
4. Add an automatic tem-
perature control to your
shower. It will enable you to
preset the temperature before
turning on the water. A family
of four averages about 1400
shower paths a year. Hand-
valve sh%ers waste about 2.5
gallons of hot water while the
bather adjults the water
temperature. An automatic
control will save you up to an
estimated $40 a year in water
and fuel. It also will prevent
sudden surges of scalding or
icy water.
5. Equip your faucets with
aerators. 'They introduce
millions of air bubbles into the
water. You use less water
because it suds up faster.
6. Leaky toilet tanks waste
from 3,000 to 5,000 gallons of
water a month, costing you
from $30 to $40 a year. They
are simple to repair.
7. Use full loads when using
your dishwasher or washing
clothes. You'll save not only
water but fuel too.
8. If your water is hard,
consider having a water
softener installed. Untold
amounts of water, not to
mention soap and detergent,
are wasted when doing
household tasks with hard
water because you need more
to get the job done.
9. Some authorities claim
cldse to 50 percent of the water
from a municipal system is
wasted. Consciously work at
saving water until it becomes
a habit For example, stopper
your sink whenever you wash
dishes by hand. Stack them
and rinse them with a hose
spray. Don't leave the water
running while shaving. Keep
drinking water in the
refrigerator instead of letting
it run to cool it.
"Better Water
_ Management" is a term yorill
be hearing a lot in the months
to come. It refers not only to
water conservation but also to
pollution control. This calls for
the cooperation of govern-
ment, business and industry
with strong support from the
public.
Heating System Quality
k Comfort, Saves Fuel
Your lamily's comfort,
health, energy and sense of
well-being all are affected by
the evenness and quality of
your home's heating. With the
current emphasis upon fuel
savings, the efficiency of your
system takes on another
Important dimension.
You can't have your heating
system shut down for in-
spection dllring the height of
winter, but this ire good time
to evaluate its performance
turd, if improvements in ef-
ficiency are needed to have
them made before the next
heating season, the Plumbing
- Heating - Cooling Infor-
mation Bureau points out.
Perhaps all. it needs is
cleaning and the replacement
of parts. If it seems to gobble
up fuel and still leave cold
spots in the house, it will pay
you to have it completely
overhauled or replaced.
Hydronic heat is a quality
type. It uses water as the
heating medium and is ef-
ficient, clean, quiet and draft-
free. Baseboard radiation
makes placement of furniture
and the hanging of drapes
easy.
Another desirable feature of
hydronic heat is the ease with
which it can be "zoned" to
vary the temperature in
different areas of the home
according to the activity
- there. Thus bathrooms can be
kept warm and bedrooms
cooler for sleeping. Rooms
occupied by babies or older
folks can be kept warmer,
while rooms used by active
teenagers such as recreation
rooms can be kept cooler.
Temperatures in seldom-used
rooms such as guest rooms
can be kept low. All this
means not only maximum
comfort but fuel savings as
well.
Power Failure Insurance
Wood heat-dependable, economical, cozy.
Keeps you warm regardless of power failures,
gas shortages and oil
embargoes.
Model 118 - Scandanavian
styling - Burns 24" wood up to
12 hours. Heats 3 to 5 average
rooms. We can install this for
you in almost any location!




































LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Amail chute at Western State
Hospital near Hopkinsville
was the apparent resting
place of a letter which took
17'2 years to reach its
destination.
The letter arrived Friday' at
the Southern Baptist
:.Theological Seminary here,
' addressed to a dean who
retired 10 years ago, said
.W ley M. Pattillo, a
sethtTmry vice president.
A check with postal and
hospital officials indicated
that the letter apparently
lodged in the hospital mad
chute and was found duruig
recent construction work,
Pattillo said. A worker ap-
parently droppthd it back in the
mail without noticing how old
it was.
The letter and ac-
companying $15 check, both
dated June 16, 1961, were
mailed by Hermann Weinlick,
a summer student in a
seminary program at the
hospital. The check was
written on an account at
Weinlick's hometown bank in
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The letter bore a 4-cent
stamp, said the check was for
payment of course fees and
asked that Weinlick's credit
be transferred to the Prin-
ceton Theological Seminary at
the end of the summer
Weinlick said his parents
also received a 17 -2-year-old
letter last week, which ap-
parently went the same route
___Aftbeletter to the seminary.
"I just got out my check-
took — I happen to have my
1961 checkbook here — and
noticed that the check was
never canceled," he said in a
telephone interview from his
home Saturday night. "I don't
know why I didn't pick that up
then.
"What's curious to me is
that the seminary never came
and asked me for the $15, and
I'm used to paying my debts."
Weinlick, a production
coordinator for a Christian
materials publishing firm,
said his course credit was
transferred to Princeton'
despite the lack of payment,
adding, "It occurs to me now
that the First National Bank of
Bethlehem owes me $15."
DOG'S BEST FRIEND
PICTOU, Nova Scotia (AP)
— Local dog catchers have
problems keeping caught dogs
caught.
Town officials say dog-
lovers have been coming to
the local pound when dog
catchers are off duty and
sawing through cage  bars,
releasing the animals.
Albert 'Oyr, dog control
officer, has suggested the
pound be moved to another,









OUTDOOR SEMINAR — fourty-three students from four universities participated in
an outdoor recreation seminar recently. Pictured are five students designing a cam-
psite at Brandon Spring Group Camp in TVA's 170,000 public demonstration area in
western Kentucky and Tennessee. From left to right are: Ralph Woodring recreation
major, Florida State University; Ron Ferguson, recreation leadership major, Bowling
Green State University; jannet Perry, leisure studies major, Florida State University; An-
ne Brienza, Bowling Green State University; and Sue Christiansen, park administration
and recreation major, Western Illinois University.
(TVA Photo By Kevin Penick)
Charles Duke Is Appointed
To Committee With NCTE
Charles R. Duke, associate
professor of English at
Murray State University, has
been appointed to a committee
with the National Council of
Teachers of English r NCTE),









will (1) evaluate curriculum
guides, kindergarten through
grAde 12, . including
curriculum documents that do
not lit into usual categories,
such as a middle school
vocabulary program, a course
catalogue for an elective
program; 12) produce a
document on how to develop




existing state and local
competency-based objectives
to show how to create
humanized curricula from
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to critique guidelines, lists of
objectives, and other
statements related to com-
petency testing produced by
state departments of
education and local districts.
The aim of NCTE is to in-
crease the effectiveness of
teachift the English language
and its literature in the
nation's schools and colleges.
The organization conducts
national conventions, regional
meetings and institutes on
current issues in the teaching
of English and publishes
books, professional journals,







FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
A fourth of Kentucky's 120
counties have succeeded in
immunizing at least 90 percent
of their school pupils against
common childhood diseases,
according to a state health
official.
A state Department for
Human Resources survey
indicates that every child
from kindergarten through
high school has been vac-
cinated., in four of those
counties: Anderson, Boone,
Powell and Scott.
State law requires children
to show proof of immunization
against several childhood
diseases, including measles,
chicken pox and whooping
cough, before they are ad-
mitted to school. The
department began a massive
public relations campaign last
year to encourage local
schools to enforce the law,
setting a goal of 90 percent
immunization.
The department's survey,
completed last week, shows
74.9 percent of all Kentucky
students have been im-
munized, according to Carlos
Hrnandez, director of
preventative services. That
breaks down to a rate of 81.5
percent for elementary school
students, but only 67 percent
for high school students.
Hernandez credited joint
efforts by local health boards
and school officials for im-
munization rates of 90 percent
and above in a quarter of the
counties.
But he said Monday that
those successes are offset by
what has happened in counties
like Pike, where the survey
shows only 18 percent of
schcAff children have im-
munization certificates.
Other counties with low
immunization rates are Knott,
with 9 percent; Letcher with
II; Henry with 23; Shelby with
30; Grant and Clay with 31 and
Adair with 37 percent.
"The only explanation I can
offer to justify (the low rates)
is that for whatever reason the
officials in these counties have
not enforced the immunization
law," Hernandez said.
"School officials have been
contacted by local health
departments - you've got to
have the cooperation of school
officials — and it's obvious
that there is not this kind of
commitment to help."
Hernandez said it is strange
that officials in Jefferson and
Fayette counties — with the
largest enrollments in the
state -- can do such- a superb




rate is 80 percent overall, with
99 percent of elementary
students vaccinated Eighty-
seven percent of Jefferson
County students have been
immunized, and 98 percent of
elenientary'Students, 11e sstd.
Herna&dez said the
department- will continue its
effort to immunize at least 90
percent of all students. He
said the department has
written to local boards of
health and to the state
Education Department to
notify them of counties with
low immunization rates.
"There is no cost involved to
any family who wants to
vaccinate a child, no cost to a
school system," Hernandez
said. The only cost is that the
kids are unprotected."
He explained that ab-
senteeism caused by an
outbreak of disease would cost.
a school money, since stets.-
funds are allocated on the





Filling out. your Medicare




causes a delay in the
processing of clablis. It is
vitally important that your
correct name and health in-
surance claim number, as
they appear on your medicare
card,..be given on the Request
for Payment form. The
diagnosis, complete mailing
address ( ineluding zip code)
and your signature should also
be written on the top portion of
the Medicare claim.
If the doctor's office files the
Medicare claim for you the
office staff will complete the
necessary information. Never
assume, however, that the
doctor will automatically file
the claim for you. Be sure to
ask the office assistant if she
will complete the Request for
Payment form.
If the doctor's office cannot
file for you, get an itemized
bill from your doctor and
complete the top half of the
claim form yourself. Include
the itemized statement with
the claim form and mail it to
the Lexington Medicare of-
fice. Remember to file often
for faster payment on your
claim.
If you have Medicare
questions write to the
Metropolitan Medicare Office
(1218 Harrodsburg Road,
Lexington, KY 40504.) or call
toll free at 800-432-9255
Countries thaL wanted the
United Nations to take strong
action against terrorism,
including air hijackings, were






plan to take the National
Teacher Examinations at
Murray State University on
Feb. 17 have less than two
weeks to register with
Educational Testing Service
(ETS) of Princeton, N. J.
Dr. Bill Allbritten, director
of the Counseling and Testing
Center at Murray State, said
registrations should be mailed
In time to reach ETS no later
than Jan. 25 when the regular
registration closes. A penalty
fee of $5 will be charged for
registrations received at ETS
after Jan. 25 but prior to Jan.
31. Registrations will not be
accepted after Jan. 31 for the
February test date.
Registration forms and
instruction may be obtained
from Dr. Allbritten in the
Counseling and Testing Center
at Ordway Hall on the campus
or directly from the National
Teacher Examinations, ETS,
Box 911, Princeton, N. J.
08541. On-the-spot registration
is not permitted.
During the one-day testing
session, a registrant may take
the Common Examinations,
which include tests in
professional and general
education, plus one of the 26
Area Examinations designed
to probe knowledge of par-
ticular subject matter and
teaching methods.
Once registered, each
candidate will receive an
admission ticket and
notification of the exact
location of the center at which
to report. Those taking
Common Examinations will
report at 8:30 a.m. and finish
about 12:30 p.m., while Area
Examinations are scheduled
from 1:30 to about 4:15 pin.




Capt. Charles W. Henry, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B.
Henry, Route 3, Murray,
recently completed an officer
rotary wing aviator course
and received the silver wings
of an Army aviator at the U.S.






tenance, navigation and radio
procedures.
Negative Smoking Effect
Remains If Women Quit
Before PregnancyOnset
By WARREN E. LFARY
AP Science Writer
HILTON HEAD ISLAND,
S.C. (AP) — New evidence
indicates the negative effects
of smoking continue even if
women quit before pregnancy,
says a major new study.
• 9ata released Monday for
the U.S. Collaborative
Perinatal Project-, which
examined more than 50,000




disorders that kill the unborn
and the newborn.
But Dr. Richard L. Naeye of
Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity told the American Heart
Association's annual science
writers' forum he was par-
ticularly disturbed by the first
data to indicate past smoking
had an effect on later
pregnancy.
He said placenta praevia
and the presence of ,ab-
_normally large areas of dead
tissue on the placenta were
more common for smoking
mothers and were related to
past smoking, measured as
cigarettes per year over a
period of time.
Placenta praevia is a
condition in which the
placenta is attached ab-
normally low in the womb,
leading to dangerous com-
plications during labor and
birth.
Naeye said no one knows
how long the effects of
smoking continue after a
woman quits, but he advised
women contemplating
pregnancy to give up smoking
as early as possible before
conception.
Previous studies linked -
sudden infant death syndrome
— also called crib death — to
smoking during pregnancy.
But Naeye said this study is
the first to show srhoking as an
independent risk factor of the
condition, a problem of
unknown origin which kills
one of every 400 children born
in the United States. -  -
While smoking is not the
greatest risk fact& in crib
death — premature birth and
respiratory and prenatal
infection are others — it alone
increases the risk of crib
death by 52 percent, Naeye
said.
Among the adverse effects
that the study confirmed in-
crease because of smoking
during pregnancy are spon-
taneous abortions, stillbirths,
and premature births.
Sgt. T. M. Barrett
Completes Noncom
Officer Course
FORT CAMPBELL — Sgt.
Timothy M. Barrett, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. Barrett,
Route 6, Benton, recently
completed a basic non-
commissioned officer course
at Fort Campbell.
During the course, stuents




Barrett's wife, Sally, is with
him at the fort.
There are more than 17
million tractors at work in the
world, according to the U.N.
Food and Agriculture
Organization. Some 12 million




2. NOTICE 2.  NOTICE
•
We have clients interested in following
properties:
WANTED 3 bedroom, 2 bath, pieced in the $SO's.
WANTED: 3 bedrooms. 2 baths. Great Room. in 540's
WANTED :2 bedroom. west of 12th Street
WANTED: 4 bedroom with small acreage... 550's
WANTED: 2 or 3 bedroom in Whitnel and 1351. area
Want to sell? We have buyers. We have had
requests for the above properties. If you have
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
This Newspaper
1975 Unded Feature SY.CeCale ,
MI MOS. HOME RgeiTs
TRAILER FOR rent in
Hardin, partially furnished.
One single or two adults, no
children and no pets. Call
437 4462.
29. HEATING & COOLING 
FOR SALE:- 2 commercial
electric space heaters, 220 or
440 volt, one 15 kw, $225. 20
kw, $275 Like new. 753-0521.
30 BUS RENTALS
FOR RENT._ 900 square feet
office space, located at 703 S
41h Street next to Black's
Decorating Center. See
Carlos Black, Jr., or call 753
0839 or 753-5287.
FOR MIT
L onamerci al space oa
southalde of court-square.
Formerty Children's
*ace now available. For
details contact, bon Overby,
Murray, 753-1222.
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat andOR TWO AT SOME TIME OR OTHER," air conditioning. Call 753-3018





Like most of our other 
readers and advertisers, you
probably aren't fully aware of the fact that just about
everything on our pages has been produced via the very
latest electronic, computerized word-processing. equip-
Mnnt We've invesred mithons to bring you a better, more
td product.
in our offices, we tai k about "onAne.typewriters and
I keyboards, optical-scanners, editing terminals': and
even "laser composers". These are ail part of today's
technology, and all add up to producing an easier-to-read
newspaper as well as one that provides a better vehicle
for our advertisers' messages.
This newspaper is a product of millions of
dollars in research and technology, yet it




















contact Holman Jonet. 217 S.
13th., phone 753-3128. - - - 
"GOD IS LOVE." There is no
power on earth greater than
love Let us show you how
you too may have this love.
Our phone is answered 24
hours a day by servants of
God: Not A Tape. Call 759-
4600, Bible Facts. Hear our
broadcast over WCOL-FM
102.3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and
WSJP-AM, Sundays at 12:30.
AUCTION
Saturday, January 20, 10 a.m.
Selling at the Ishmael Watts Farm, Turn S. Off Ky-Tn
State line approx. 3 Mi. N. Of Fulton onto the Ruthville
blacktop rd. and proceed approx. 3 mi. to Sale. Follow
Auction signs
"Selling because of Bad Health & Retiring"
Some household furnishings, shop tools & farm





IOS W. State line So. Fulton, Tenn.
Col. Rubert Ainley Mr. & Mrs. Ishmael Watts
Auctioneer & Realtor Owners, 479-1604
"Planning an AUCTION, Need Quick CASH, List
with US, We appreciate your BUSINESS"
The Murray-Calloway County Parks
& Recreation Board are requesting
bids for a tractor for the Parks Depart-
ment. The specifications and bid in-
formation regarding this piece of
equipment may be obtained at the Park
Office, 10th and Payne St., 163-7640.








"RELAX, THERE'S HARDLY A BUREAU
CHIEF HERE IN WASHINGTON THAT










WE NOW HAVE THE Love
Studio negatives. If you had
pictures made at Love's
during the past 25 years, we
c4n supply you with reprints
Carter Photographic Studio,







You have friends or
relatives in any jail
within the State of
Kentucky and wish u.s
to contact them, by
mail or in person.
Write: •-e CAPTIVES
FOR CHRIST P.O.
Box 862, Murray, Ken-










FULL OR PART DAYS
Mee Sr Mowimi ore* IS with
witiowdollos or. sowis1
Norm aid Aaron. Delivery
Hero abort Jawoory 31,
1979. Seed e, aadroso,
Dec tologhwee weadow, typo
of auto, ineeraice coareowy,
wed Mors irrallablo ow a post
earl to D.D.A. Corp., lox 32V
The Lodger awl Thows. ••As
loyal Opportoolty 0 -
German Shepherd police pup-
pies isfor sale (2), also 2 adults.
are large silver and
black excellently marked
animals_ Puppies 811- .00 each.
TO gone, others negotiable.
Also, antique children's
nearoer wardrobe, very old.
Excellent condition with
original wooden hangers. Ex-
cellent for traveling, camp,
dolls or window display





Paid, Inc. a leader in
providing professional ac-
counts receivable control
programs for business and in-
dustry, is pleased to announce
the addition of a new sales
territory. Due to outstanding
growth in Paid's market
areas, establishment of a new
territory consisUng of certain
local counties has been made
Outstanding opportunity for
an individual who is already
successful but wants more




potential to earn $30,000 plus a
year and expect to earn
mow - $22,000 while lear-
ning. Work with top
businessmen counseling them
on their accounts receivable
cash flow. Permanent well
paying position includes com-
mission, incentive bonus.
health package and other
fringe benefits. No overnight
travel, no prior experience
required. Extensive training,
outstanding advertising
program and a proven record
of success
Sales experience valuable,
record of achievement and a
strong desire for real
fulfillment necessary. For
details and a confidential In-
terview call toll free 14100-4211-
3806, Mr James Overla,
Executive Vice
14. WANT TO BUY
SEVERAL DOZEN good
duck or geese decoys. Call
Todd, 7534773.
WANT TO BUY good used
moble homes. Call 502527-
1362.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FOR RENT 2 Federal
housing unfurnished apar
tments. Call 753-8668.
NICE, ONE bedroom fur-
nished apartment, suitable
for single person or married
couple, $75 deposit, $125 per
month. No pets. Call 753-4806. 
FIREWOOD FOR sale. 437 33. ROOMS FOR RENT 
4485.  SLEEPING ROOM, electric
heat, private entrance.
Refrigerator. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th St.,
753-6609.
FOR SALE: 4 horsepower
air compressor, General
Electric, lay down, 180 gallon
tank, single these. $450. Call
474-2776 after 6 pm.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS




available for college girls at
1506 Sycamore. Come by and
see.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
GOOD USED recliner, $30, HOUSE FOR rent. 4





. Nodp_11 Son, Inc.
zii is. 5th
1 LAKE SHORE home un-
8r8etern.
TWO BEDROOM for rent in
f ences required Call 753-
Dexter. Stove
 refrigerator furnished. Gas
furnished, 3 bedroom, 2
month. Security deposit and
baths, couple only. $250 per
and
heat. 753-4661.
HOUSE FULL of furniture
for sale. 753-7567. 34. RENT OR LEASE 
KJNGSIZED BEZ) with 
Beauty Rest mattress and
box springs. 30 year un-
conditional guarentee. 2.. Warehouseyears old, $350. 753-0916. -..
Emagats-47---- Storage Space  -17. VACittfiWef. 
ELECTROLUX Silo onit_ For Rent dr-Tiervice in Paducah call .1- 753-4751443-4469. In Murray call Tony
'Montgomery 753-6760.
S. LOST & FOUND
LOST: GOLD Tiger Eye
charm bracelet near Krogers
in parking lot. Call 759-1942. 
.HELP WANTED
AVAILABLE NOW, position




experience helpful but not
mandatory. Send ap-
plications to Box 943.
BABYSITTER, MONDAY
through Friday, 2:30 to 4:30,
in my home. Must have own
transportation. 733-7155. 
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply in
person, Calloway
Manufacturing Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray. 
. MATURE WOMAN needed
as nanny for 2 small
children. Must have
references and own tran-
sportation. Phone 436-5601.
WILSON
floottot Llowitiod Rod toorto
solosporsows oAo or. in-
terested lo workieo, Mitlie
Morey sm. Cootoct Noose
Yahoo, 753-3263.
OPPORTUNITY FOR
husband and wife to
represent distributor for a
national Company Earning
potential $umo and plus a
month. Call 442-6205 for
confidential interview.
TEXTRS ou., Company needs
dependable person who can
work without supervision Jo
Murray. Contack customers.
Age unimportant, but
maturity is. We train. Write
A.O. Dick, President, South/.
western Petroleum, Ft.
Worth, TX.
O. SITUATIONS WANTED 
RELIABlr LADY wants
weekly cleaning jobs.















stored locally . Reported
ems. Ragasapie party tea
take at Pig saving ea low
payees* hisiaweit. Write loollla
Plow loplia,Missemirl 84101.
FOR SALE: used high
back piano. Approx. 60
years old, in good con-
dition, needs tuning,
$150. Call 753-5322 af-
ter 4:00p.m.
SIX 1.! MONTH old Spinet -
piano, yours by assuming.
low monthly payments. Also
a used upright piano.








condition, sizeS 12 mot 14,
$8.00. Other clothing Italian
well. 767-4471.
FIREWOOD. FOR WO. Oak
and hickory, all good totted.
437 4346.
SALE! WE haY41 over 40
portable building' on our lot'
for;sale, fully erected, with
heavy duty floors. As much
as 20 per cent off on some
models. Immediate delivery,
terms. Morgan Portable
Buildings, 4121 Clarks River
Road, Paducah. 442-1354. 
26. TV-RAVIO
TAKE UP payment on 25





1972 FIFTH AVENUE, 12' X
60', 2 bedroom, gas -heat,
central air, underpinned,
tredowns, washer and dryer,
furnished with hose fur
niture. Extra nice. S7700. 753
8780.
1974 HALMARK 12' X 50', 2
bedroom, partially fur
nished, under pinned.
Located Riveria Courts. 753-
87045.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
NICE MOBILE home, small
quiet court, 1 Or 2 persons,
1115. 753.0216 aftePlOrn.
ONE, 2 BEDROOM and one,
3 bedroom mobile home for
rent. Both have CeOtral gas
heat, new carpetMtaya new
furniture Seen at Shady
Oaks Mobile Horne Court.
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
300 BALES GOOD hay. $1.75
a bale. Contact Howard




Minature Schnauzer, male, 6
weeks old, $150. 753-5335.
Have You Tried
Sudebury Pork?
Mews the time, sites drys
special 1/2 off complete
oreinoisi. Professional dog
gram* located in Mervery.
Phone 759-4140.
AKC REGISTERED Irish
Setter, 8 months old, male,
$8.5. 753-0916
DOBERMAN PUPPIES,
Champion sired by one of top
20 Dobermans in nation. Line
bred. Ears cut. 753-5620.
FOR SALE: AKC registered
Maltese, 759-1217 after 5 pm.
TREEIN WALKER Hound
Pups for sale. 3.months old.
Excellent blood line. UKC
registered. Phone 436-5650. 








With The Friend)), Touch'-
LAKE LOTS . . . 3 ad-
joining lots totaling
200' frontage on Kline
Road near Williams
Boat Dock on Cypress
Creek. ONLY 81,500.
Call Today! BOYD -
MAJORS REAL
ESTATE "Specialist
in Real Estate & Real
Estate Auctions."
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
 43. REAL INSTATE
South lith al Sy carnal,
TFI.tPHONC 753)051
North of Murray we




own business in the
extra, three ruom
building that hasliever
been used. Lot is 175
feet deep.
 .00
GUESS WHAT? You can still
buy a 2 bedroom brcik with
central heat and air on 1/2
acre lot for under 530,000
For more information call
753-1492 or 437-4446. Offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"
COMING HOME to 302
N. 17th St. will be a




us living area, roomy
bedrooms, carport.
New Outside Storage.
ONLY $34,000 - LM-
MEDIATE POSSESS-
ION. Loa- Majors
Real Estate, 106 N.
12th St. - •
Geed Preachy' feed Maio
bottom mod tem elk Stew
dekko acres. PrIeed-W-
$33.580. This faro Amp
prelims good crops. Se gift




00ANYTHING you ire with
This property. Around 387
feet of highway frontage on
New Concord Highway. You
can build a home, mobile
home, business or anything.








describes this new 3







are only a few of the
quality features of this




THE BUY of the new year is
this nice lot in Kingswood
Subdivision. In an area of
lovely homes, this lot is an
excellent investment to keep
or build on now. The lot lends
itself to different home
styles. Only $.3,500. The
NELSON SHROAT CO.
REALTORS. 759-1707.
-IT'S- NEVER too cold... ,,to
move when the price is right!
If you'd like a place to raise a
few hogs, keep a chicken or
two, an extra large garage,
and two farm out buildings.
we have it Also has a 1
bedroom home with all
appliances and washer and
dryer. call 753 1492 offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors
STARTER OR retirement
home on quiet street near
hospital This two bedroom,
living room (newly paneled)
and combinatin dining
kitchen can be yours for
'under $20,000. John C.
'Neubauer, Realtor, 1111
'Sycamore St., 753-0101 or call






l'h 901 )479-2986 479-3713
south Fulton Tenn.
Iwo BOYDMAJORSI'm
1. REAL ESTATE 753-8080 
Profevuonal Services
With The Friendly Touch-
236 acre farm at $500





round. $8,000 of corn
mercial timber
Financing available.
Located 4 miles West
of CrossLand in Tenn.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
ARGAIN HUN-
TER'S DELIGHT.
Would yOu like to live
near the lake or have a
nice house just to get
away from it all? Take
a look at this prac-
tically new two
bedroom home in
Baywood Vista. It has
a nice kitchen, living
room, one bath and a
full walkout basement
with central heat and
air. Priced to sell fast
at only 821,500. Don't
ddlay -phone us today.
KOPPERUD REALT-
Y, 753-1212.
IF YOU'D like a half acre
with trees and a creek. .see
this beautiful lot in
Gatesborough. Priced to
jnove at under S6,000. Call
753-1492 or 753.8221 offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors.
PurdowilliMMirli.111.111turman






EXPECT TO BE IM-
PRESSED - If unique
is what you seek, we
have it. This 3-story, 5
bedroom home has all















4$. FARMS FOR SALE
78 ACRE FARM with house
and one out building for sale
5 miles from Kentucky Lake.
Call weekdays after 6:30 pm.
Any time on Saturday or
Sunday. 753-7244.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
BY BUILDER: New, energy
saver brick house,
I ivingroom, custom built
handcrafted cabinets in
kitchen and utility, 2 full
ceramic tile baths with tubs
and showers and marble top
vanities. Family room,
covered porch, 3 bedrooms, 2
blocks from University. Wall
to wall carpet, 82 gallon
Quick recovery hot water
heater, garbage disposal,
storm windows, heat pump,
double installation in walls,
floors, and ceilings, chen
delier, double wide
driveway. Shown by ap-
pointment only. John 0.
Pasco. 753-5791 or 753-2649.
FOR SALE by owner: 4
bedroom, 21/ bath, 2,000 sq. •
ft. in 9ly acres in Marshall




A.door, power, air, ex
ceptional car. 1630. 753-4530.
1972 FORD CUSTOM SOO,
power brakes, power
steering, air. MO Must sell.






604 So. 126 St.
 a.
FOIMLE - 1974 Dodge, 4
wheel drive, 1/2 ton short
wheel base, mag wheels. Can
txt Seen a tea.* Syth St., $3,00e.
1974 GREMLIN, 47,000 miles,
new tires, 35 mpg, 1900. 436-
2263
1974 MERCURY MARQUIS
Braugham, 2 door, $1900 753-
4530a
1963 PONTIAC CATALINA,




Runs. $100. Call 436-2289
1975 C65 DUMP TRUCK,
single axle, 23,000 miles. 1
345-6116 ask for Mike.
1974 DODGE D 600 with
gravel dump, 5-speed, 50,000
actual miles. A 1 shape. (615)
232-7404. Dover, TN.
'FOR SALE: 1964 Chevrolet
pickup, good rubber, good
running shape, $400. See it at
408 5 4th St., Murray Ice
Company. 753-1813. 
1977 FORD PICKUP truck, 4.
wheel drive, F150. Days, 7S3-
8533, evenings 753-6132.
53. SERVICES OFFERED
BYARS BROTHERS 8. Son. 
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,









and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774. 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753.2310 for






753-2310 for free estimates.
INSULATE AGAINST the
''high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic insulation and foam-in-
lace urea fr. )).-•
--Free estimates, " -
obligation. Kentucky- -•
-Tarihesiie frau fatleti,-R1.
Box 258, Murray, KY 42071'.
(502) 435,4527.
INSULATION BLOWN IN bY
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling billS.




call Ernest White, 753 0605.
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753-8170.
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now, all oak. US-rick. Call
John Bova at 7518536.
PIANO TUNING and repair.
can Joe Jackson 753 7149
after 6 pm 
ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753.14$6
between 7 am and 3:30 prys,
ask for Shelley.
ROOFING, FLAT or
shingles, water proofing and
mobile homes. 15 years
experience. Call 435-4173. .
TREE TRIMMING and
amoval. Free estimates.
Call after 5 pm, 436-2294.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed.. Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night, 1
442-7026, 
WILL 06-plumbing, heatirv,
_carpentry repairs. Call 70_-___
2211, if no answer call 750;
•
153E1WT BASEMENT? Repair
and water proof, all work
guarenteed. Call Paducah,














Hank Attar', aril hare
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
209 Walnut Street
NEW OFFICE NOVAS Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7,30 til 5:00
FRIO NAM CUT 51.50 SHAY! $1.25






Floored and reedy. Up to 12 x 24. Also born style, of,
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-onsAwed patios, or U-
BUILD, pre cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
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Lynn Rogers, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Carl Rogers, died
Monday at hts home at 1619
Kirkwood.
Calloway County Coroner
Tommy Walker said the death
was due to a self inflicted
gunshot wound in the head.
The coroner said he arrived at
the home at 10:35 p.m.
Monday and ruled that death
probably occurred about 8 or
8: 30 p.m.
The young man was 16 years
of age and was a sophomore at
Murray High School. Lynn, a
4'
Lynn Rogers
member of Boy Scout Troop 13
lit St. Leo's Catholic Church,
was a candidate for the Eagle
award in Scouting. He was a
member of the First
Presbyterian. Caarch
Mayfield, where—histher
was director of music..
He was born June 26, 1962, in
McCracken County to Dr. Carl
Rogers and Dorothy Louise
Jones Rogers.
Survivors includeMg
parents, Dr. and Mrs. Bogert;
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
James Jones, LaGenter, and
Mrs. William C. Rogers, Jr„.. .
Fort Worth, Texas; great
grandmother, Mrs. Dorothy
Lovelace, LaCenter.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
First Presbyterian Church,
Murray, with the Rev.
William M. Porter of Murray,
the Rev. James Nash of
Mayfield, and the Rev. R. E.
Rabatin of Murray officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be from 7 to 9
p.m. tonight (Tuesday) at the
Max Churchill Funeral Home.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take




Funeral services for Edwin
A. ( Pod Cunningham of
Murray Route 5 are being held
today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. William
B. Taylor officiating and Gus
Robertson, Jr., as soloist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Mike, David, and Hal Cun-
ningham, Ricky Todd, Paul
Batey, and Butch Hutson.
Burial will follow in the Hicks
Cemetery.
Mr. Cunningham, 55, was
pronounced dead on arrival at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital on Sunday at 7:10
a.m. after having been
stricken ill at his home.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Ruth Rust Cunningham,




Orlando, Fla.; sister, Mrs.
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Funeral Wednesday
For Mr. McDougal
The funeral for Telous N.
McDougal of Murray Route 6
will be held Wednesday at 2
p.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Calvin Wilkins and
the Rev. Dr. David C. Roos
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Elm Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
farieral home.
Mr. McDougal, 70, died
Monday at 9:10 a.m. after
being stricken ill suddenly at
the home of his cousin, Mrs.
Beauton Lassiter, 1003
Fairlane, Murray.
The Calloway County man
retired in 1962 from the
Murray Division of the
Tappan Company. He was, a
member of the Elm Grove
Baptist Church. Born Oct. 21,
1908, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Lee
McDougal and Lela Houston
McDougal.
Mr. McDougal is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Estelle
Williams McDougal, Murray
Route 6, to whom he was
married on Jan. 11, 1930; two
nieces, Mrs. Alfred Jean)
Lindsey and Mrs. Frances
Denham, Murray; one
nephew, Max Farris,




Word has been received of
the death of Mrs. Annie Cox
Foust who died Sunday at
Safford, Arizona.
Mrs. Foust was 85 years of
age and the wife of Charles
Foust who died in 1961. A
native of Briensburg, she is
survived by one niece, Mrs.
Robbie Johnson,Arixona.
The body is being returned
to the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with burial to be in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.




Mrs. Cletious Starks died
Monday at 6:55 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 90 years of
age and a member of the
Briensburg Church of Christ.
The deceased is survived by
three daughters, Mrs. Mar-
shall Green, Benton Route 9,
with whom she made her
home, Mrs. Elvena Thweatt
and Mrs. Curtis Darnall,
Benton; foster son, James
Myers, Benton; sister, Mrs.
Nonna Pierce, Benton; eight
grandchildren; 22 great
grandchildren; 15 great great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton,
with John Hoover and Gerald
Baker officiating. Burial will
follow in the Briensburg
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Hog Market
Federal-State Market Mews Service.Jativay IC 1/79
wtnthyPurobase Area flog MarketReport bscindes 7 Buying Stations
Fteceipts : Act. 531 Eat, MO Barrows &Gilts moistly $1.10 to $1.31 lower SOWSsteady to $1.00 higher and indances $110







Save 1O percent on
Allstate Flomeowners
insurance for your
new home. If your house is
five years old, or less, you may qualify for
Allstate's "New House HA Discount."•
Give us a call and get in on the savings.








You're in good hands.




...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
INTERNATIONAL
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) —
Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlevi left Iran secretly




and his new government its
second vote of confidence,
court sources reported.
The palace sources said the
59-year-old ruler and Empress
Farah left "according to
schedule" at 12:15 p.m. after
giving reporters the slip with a
false announcement that they
were delaying their departure
until Wednesday.
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP)
— Forces loyal to the ousted
Cambodian government
recaptured Kompong Som, the
country's only deepwater
port, informed" sources
reported today. But they said
Vietnamese warplanes flew
the heaviest strikes of the
three-week-old war, and it was
not known who held the port
now.
Thai intelligence officials
and other reliable sources said
Kompong SCUD, 135 miles
southeast of Phnom Penh, was
retaken Monday after stiff
fighting. Then the Vietnamese
air force went into action, and
the situation today was un-
clear, the sources said.
NATIONAL
HILTON HEAD ISLAND,
S.C. (AP) — New evidence
indicates the negative effects
of smoking continue even If.
women quit before pregnancy,
says a major new study.
Data released today for the
U.S. Collaborative Perinatal
Vocational School




will offer a class in Air Con-
ditioning and Refrigeration,
Part I, beginning Tuesday.
Jan. 73, at 6:30 p.m. The class
will be held on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings from 6:30
untiI9 :30 p.m. for eight weeks.
The class will be helpful for
anyone that is interested in
service work of refrigeration
and air conditioning equip-
ment, a spokesman said.
Larry Wisehart, owner of
Quality Service Company, will
be the instructor for the class.
A $5.00 registration fee will
be collected, and a book must
be purchased. The fee and
book must be purrhased on the
first class meeting.
To register, call or visit the
Murray Vocational Center at
South 18th at Sycamore, or
call 753-1870 between the hours
of 8:00 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. The





Larry Roberts was elected
as worshipful master of
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Masons to
serve during the year of 1979.
Other officers elected were
Billy Miller, senior warden;
Daniel Galloway, junior
warden; Rob E. Parrish,




Ross, senior steward; William
B. Miller, junior steward; A.
W. Galloway, chaplain; John
Grogan, marshall; C. W.
Nance, tyler.
The lodge meets each first
Saturday night in each month,
and all Master Masons are
invited, Roberts said.
Stock Market
Prices of ;stock of local interest at
noon. EDT, today, fir:limbed to the
Ledger & TIrnas by First of Michigan,
Corp , of Murray, are as follows
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more than 50,000 pregnancies










policy are opening a scat-
tershot attack that threatens
to delay the confirmation of
Leonard Woodcock as am-
bassador to Peking and to
disrupt the legislative
schedule of Senate leaders.
Within a few hours of the
96th Congress' opening
Monday, there was a flurry of
proposals dealing with
relations between the United
States and Taiwan.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Richard M. Nixon is going to
the White House, for the first
time since his resignation in
1974, to have dinner later this
month with President Carter
and China's Teng Hsiao-ping.
Nixon, whose 1972 outreach
to China ended 22 years of
estrangement between the two
nations, was invited by
Carter, who built on Nixon's




rift between urban leaders
and the White House over
budget language persists
despite President Carter's
personal assurance that his
new budget will provide more
money for the poor.
We find this extremely
intereftlog,", said John
Gunther, *rector Of the U.S.
Conference of Mayors, after
Carter's promise of more
money.
But we continue to be
fearful that the actual number
of dollars available for fiscal
1980 will not come up to the
current services level,"
Gunther said.
Hip-Deep Snow is Problem For
Midwest('With More Expected
CHICAGO (AP) — With new snowfall
eredicted for today, the Midwest
Aruggled to cope with hip-deep snow
that threatened to disrupt fuel and food
supplies.
The storm-related death toll climbed
to at least 36.
A 44-year-old Columbus, Ohio, man
was found 12 feet from the front door of
his home on Monday. Police said he
apparently slipped on ice, couldn't get
up, and died of exposure.
In the hard-hit Chicago area, where
up to four inches of snow fell atop the
20.3 inches that arrived over the
weekend, authorities counted 17 deaths
linked to the city's worst storm since
1967.
There have been 18 reported deaths in
Illinois, five in Kansas, four each in
Missouri and Iowa, three in Michigan
and one in Ohio and one in Nebraska.
The region remained locked in the
storm's icy grip. Northern Illinois
recorded one of its coldest days in
history — 19 below, a temperature
reached only five times since records
have been kept. The wind-chill index in
South Bend, Ind., reached -52.
Thousands of travelers spent another
night in Chicago hotels because O'Hare
International Airport — which closed
for only the sixth time in its history on
Saturday — was limited to one runway.
A second runway was expected to
reopen today.
Commuters — there are 2.25 million
in Chicago — hitchhiked or faced two-
hour delays due to icy elevated tracks
and stalled buses.
The National Weather Service
warned there would be at least 4 more
inches of snow to contend with today in
a new snowshower expected to hit the
nation's second-largest city.
And Fred Ostby, deputy director of
the National Weather Service in Kansas
City, Kan., said a storm system in the
West may hit Missouri and Kansas
later in the week.
Ostby said it would be Wednesday or
Thursday before he could predict the
storm's path and intensity. He said it
could pack more wallop than the wintry
blast that hit over the weekend.
Illinois Gov. James Thompson
declared a state of emergency in 22
counties Monday, and then left for a
family vacation in Florida. The
governors of Iowa and Kansas also
declared emergencies.
The price of snow removal and
emergency work in Illinois was set at
OA million by Monday, and rising,
Thompson said.
Meanwhile, 2 to 3 inches of snow fell
in the Sacramento Valley and the San
Francisco area of California Monday,
and avalanche warnings were issued in
the eastern Sierras.
The rain was accompanied by
lightning, an unusual occurrence in
northern California, and more than
17,000 customers lost power when it
struck transformers in Oakland.
National Guard troops using
helicopters delivered hay to starving
cattle in Iowa and similar rescue at-
tempts were planned today in Missouri,
where temperatures remained near -15
degrees.
Kansas farmers worried that some
cattle already were dead — frozen
under drifts of 10 feet or more. And
experts warned that the high price of
keeping animals alive would push up
costs.
"It takes an awful lot of feed just to
keep cattle warm," said Scott County
agricultural agent Al Maddux in
western Kansas. "It's going to make
feed costs go sky high."
In Illinois at least 100 dairy fanners
reported thousands of gallons of fresh
milk spoiled over the weekend because
they were unable to get it to market.
Elsewhere, about 300 tractortrailer
rigs — some loaded with perishables
like peaches and pears — were stalled
at truck stops along Interstate Kt in
Iowa. Fuel supplies were low in some
areas.
The diesel engine semis require about
two gallons of fuel every hour just to
idle, and drivers said they feared they
wouldn't be able to restart them if they
stalled.
Iowa Gov. Robert Ray issued an
emergency proclamation allowing fuel
tank carriers to haul an extra 1,0011
gallons of fuel oil or propane to over-
come delivery delays caused Sy up to 28
inches of snow cover.
In some areas of the Midwest,
delivery trucks did not arrive before
home fuel supplies ran out for some
rural residents.
In Clay County, Mo., a Civil Defense
helicopter rescued a family of three
from a home north of Kansas Qty after
its furnace broke down and they were
stopped from leaving by clogged roads.
In Davenport, Iowa, people on
snowmachines delivered fuel oil to
families that had run out.
And in New Liberty, Iowa, troops
rescued three members of a family who
burned corn cobs over the weekend to
heat their home. The temperature in
one bedroom dipped to 10 degrees, they
said.
Authorities in Missouri said at least
five other families asked for aerial
rescues because they were out of fuel.
Troops helped rural Missouri residents.
Troops were also called out in Kansas.
Power remained out in parts of.
Chicago, and repair crews were flown'to downed power lines in Kamm
Monday. Utility spokesmen said it wee:not known when electricity would. Ist
restored. • • - _ _ ,
Schools and universities- were etk;pected to remain closed in Chicago;today due to the storm. They were
closed on Monday in observance of the
anniversary of the Rev. Martin Luther
King's birthday.
Nuble-Murderer Humphreys,
Others Pardoned By Blanton
By BILL RAWLINS
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Roger Humphreys is out of
prison — after five years and
Plane Crash Injures Two
On Murray-Paris Road
Two men were injured when
their single-engine Cherokee
6-260 airplane crashed on the
Old Murray-Paris Highway
about seven miles north of
Paris, Tenn., Monday night.
The pilot and owner of the
plane, Ralph C. Pingle of
Farmington, Mo., was first
taken to Henry County





Principal Billy D. Outland has
announced that the following
students have achieved an
academic standing of from
2.50 to 3.00 for the second nine
weeks grading period.
Seventh grade: Emily
Apperson, Julie Baker, Heidi
Barrett, Steve Beyer, Mark
Boggess, Gena Brown, Amy
Carman, Charles Cella, Kelli
Crawford, Mike Friebel.
Angie Hamilton, Andy Jobs,
Kurt Keesler, Jimmy Kelly,
Lu Ann Loberger.
David Lew, Lisa Mikulcik,
Cary Miller, Laura Mon-
tgomery, Brad Moore, John
McFerron, Ricky Rogers,
Amy Row, Wege Rushing,
Caroline Schoenfeldt, John
Swan, Jeremy White, Tommy
Whitlow, Tim Wilcox, Kim
Wilham and Stacey Willett.
Eighth grade: Jimmy
Armstrong, Jon Mark
Billington, Bill Bossing, Tim
Brown, Jimmy Burkdoll, Mike
Childress, Kathy Clark, Missy
Conner, Valerie Curry, David
Denton, Tracy Duncan, Terry
Elliot, Kyle Evans, Kay
Farley, Ray Ferguson, Teresa
Ford, Gary Galloway, Bill
Glavin, Leigh Ann Harmon.
Amanda Hammack, Karen
Hainsworth, Joy Nina, Gail
Horn, Phil Houston, Rebhie
Houston, Velvet Jones,
Melanie Kelly, Laurie Lovett,
Todd Nunnally, Kim Oles,
Jonathan Overbey, .1(71in
Purdom, Melanie Roos, John
Srnelser, Robert Stout, Mary
Thibodeaux, Jimmy West,
Samantha Wilder, Janna
Williams and Lisa Wilson
then transferred to Jackson-
Madison County Hospital in
Jackson, Tenn. A passenger in
the plane, Robert Green, also
of Farmington, is in fair
condition at Henry County.
Reports are that both have
facial cuts, and Pig.gle has a
compound fracture-8f his left
leg.
The aircraft, thought to be
transporting parts for a Paris
firm, was overdue at Henry
County Airport from Far-
mington. The plaffe, which
was apparently headed in
from the southeast, glided
under some power lines before
crashing into a bank over the
highway about 200 yards north
of the nearest house. .
A resident near the crash
site said that one of the men
came to her house and asked
to use the telephone. He also
asked for a hammer and a
crowbar to get the other oc-
cupant out and a blanket to
cover him.
A Henry County ambulance
arrived about 30 minutes after
the crash. The Paris Fire
Department was alerted but
no fuel was found in the
plane's tank.
A spokesman& from the
Henry County A sheriff's
department said that the
cause of the crash is not




CINCINNATI (AP) — Cattle
300. Slaughter steers and
heifers steady. Cows weak.
Bulls untested. Thirty five
percent steers, 20 percent
heifers.
Steers, choice, 2-4, 975-1100
ibs, 61.00-62.50; good and
choice, 2 4, 875-1175 lbs, 59.00-
60.00; standard, 1-2, 1000-1250
lbs, 56.50 58.00.
Heifers, choice, 2-4, 900-075
lbs, 59.00-59.50.
Cows, eutility and- com-
mercial, 2-3, 950-1450 lbs,
00.0044.00; cutter, 1-2, 850-11.50
lbs, 0.00-50.00.
Slaughter lambs, lot choice,
94 lbs 72.00
eight months of a 20-40 year
sentence for second-degree
murder in the 1973 deaths of
his ex-wife and her lover.
Humphreys, son of
Johnson City political ally and
whom Gov. Ray Blanton once
promised to pardon, is only
one of 25 prisoners Blanton
made eligible for immediate
release in a two-hour com-
mutation and pardon session
at his office late Monday
night. Three ex-convicts who
had completed their terms
were pardoned, clearing their
records — and 24 more
received reduced sentences,
most making the prisoners
eligible for immediate parole.
"We have six or seven more
to go," Blanton — who leaves
office at 11 a.m. Saturday —
told reporters who waited in
his outer office while he signed
the 52 executive clemency
papers inside. Some of these
may be the 10 prisoners under
sentence of death — and
Blanton said he would com-
mute the cases only if he is
assured the prisoners have





— Ronald Smith, a former
Nashville television
photographer, first sentenced
to death in 1971 in the torture
slaying in Williamson County
of a man he believed killed his
brother, a Nashville
policeman. That sentence was
commuted to 99 years and
Blanton reduced it to time
served, making him eligible
for immediate release.
— William Shutt, a former
Nashville policeman, sen-
tenced-to 99 years in the same
slaying, reduced___ tit_ time
served.
— Katie Browder Stricklin,
40, a former West Tennessee
school teacher who was
sentenced to life in 1972 for
poisoning her mother, Alma
Butler Browder, and 20 years
and a day for poisoning her
father-inlaw, William
Stricklin of Savannah. The
commutation paper, issued in
the name of Katie Browder
Strickland, reduced her
sentence to 10-20 years,
making her eligible for parole.
— Herbert Lee Tate, sen-
tenced to death in 1971 for
murder in Shelby County. The
sentence subsequently was
commuted jo 99 years and




— Carl John Burnieister,
serving 99 years on a 1969
Shelby- County conviction for
firstdegree murder. The last
three years Burmeister
served as Correction Com-
missioner C.Murray Hen-
derson's driver and Blanton
made him eligible for im-
mediate release.
In all, Blanton acted on the
cases of 12 prisoners serving
long terms for first-or
seconddegree murder. Eight
of these were made eligible for
immediate release.
The governor blainec. the
late night session on the FBI
seizure of parole board files
Dec. 15, when agents arrested
Blanton's former legal
counsel, Eddie Sisk; Sisk's
extradition assistant, Charles
Benson, and a suspended
highway patrol lieutenant,
Charles Fredeerick Taylor.
Sisk, Benson and Taylor, free
on bond, are charged with
extortion and conspiracy to
sell pardons and reprieves.




leader said he felt Blanton's
night session was prompted by
an opinion from Assistant
Attorney General Tripp Hunt,
which said Republican
Gov.elect Lamar Alexander
could — if he desired -- take
the oath office before
Saturday's inaugural. This
would remove Blanton 'from
office early and deprive him of
his pardoning and clemency
power.
But Alexander, who said he
felt Blanton's "contempt for
the people disgraces the of-
fice," said he had no plans to






Chicago, Ill. — A free offer of
special interest to those who
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Beltone. A non-operating
model of the smallest Beltone
aid of its kind will be given ab-
solutely free to anyone an-
swering this advertisement.
True, all hearing problems
are not alike... and some can-
not be helped, but
So, send for this egatirVAlati e
now, and wear it in the
privacy of your own home. It
is not a real hearing aid, but it
will show you how tiny hearing
help can be. It's yours to keep,
free. The actual aid weighs
less than a third of an ounce,
and it's all at ear level, in one
unit.
These models are free, so
we suggest you write for yours
now. Again, we repeat, there
is no cost, and certainly no
obligation. Thousands have
already been mailed, so write
today to Dept. 9652, Beltone








When It Comes To
Discounts!
No Matter What
Age You Are, We
Automatic ally Figur 4
Your Discount
To the lowest Perim•
The Price You Pay Is What
Saves You Money
Try Our Discount Cask Prices
WI IV PCS
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